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ABSTRACT
AN ANALYTICAL MODEL OF IEEE 802.11 DCF FOR
MULTI-HOP WIRELESS NETWORKS AND ITS
APPLICATION TO GOODPUT AND ENERGY
ANALYSIS
Canan Aydog˘du
Ph.D. in Electrical and Electronics Engineering
Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Ezhan Karas¸an
November 2010
In this thesis, we present an analytical model for the IEEE 802.11 DCF in multi-
hop networks that considers hidden terminals and works for a large range of
traffic loads. A goodput model which considers rate reduction due to collisions,
retransmissions and hidden terminals, and an energy model, which considers
energy consumption due to collisions, retransmissions, exponential backoff and
freezing mechanisms, and overhearing of nodes, are proposed and used to ana-
lyze the goodput and energy performance of various routing strategies in IEEE
802.11 DCF based multi-hop wireless networks. Moreover, an adaptive routing
algorithm which determines the optimum routing strategy adaptively according
to the network and traffic conditions is suggested.
Viewed from goodput aspect the results are as follows: Under light traf-
fic, arrival rate of packets is dominant, making any routing strategy equivalently
optimum. Under moderate traffic, concurrent transmissions dominate and multi-
hop transmissions become more advantageous. At heavy traffic, multi-hopping
iii
becomes unstable due to increased packet collisions and excessive traffic conges-
tion, and direct transmission increases goodput. From a throughput aspect, it is
shown that throughput is topology dependent rather than traffic load dependent,
and multi-hopping is optimum for large networks whereas direct transmissions
may increase the throughput for small networks.
Viewed from energy aspect similar results are obtained: Under light traf-
fic, energy spent during idle mode dominates in the energy model, making any
routing strategy nearly optimum. Under moderate traffic, energy spent during
idle and receive modes dominates and multi-hop transmissions become more ad-
vantageous as the optimum hop number varies with processing power consumed
at intermediate nodes. At the very heavy traffic conditions, multi-hopping be-
comes unstable due to increased collisions and direct transmission becomes more
energy-efficient.
The choice of hop-count in routing strategy is observed to affect energy-
efficiency and goodput more for large and homogeneous networks where it is
possible to use shorter hops each covering similar distances. The results indicate
that a cross-layer routing approach, which takes energy expenditure due to MAC
contentions into account and dynamically changes the routing strategy according
to the network traffic load, can increase goodput by at least 18% and save energy
by at least 21% in a realistic wireless network where the network traffic load
changes in time. The goodput gain increases up to 222% and energy saving up
to 68% for denser networks where multi-hopping with much shorter hops becomes
possible.
Keywords: IEEE 802.11 DCF, distributed coordination function, analytical
model, semi-Markov chain, multi-hop wireless networks, energy-efficiency, good-
put, throughput, routing.
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O¨ZET
C¸OK-SEKMELI˙ TELSI˙Z AG˘LAR I˙C¸I˙N BI˙R ANALI˙TI˙K IEEE
802.11 DCF MODELI˙ VE MODELI˙N ULAS¸TIRILAN I˙S¸ I˙LE
ENERJI˙ ANALI˙ZI˙NE UYGULANMASI
Canan Aydog˘du
Elektrik ve Elektronik Mu¨hendislig˘i Bo¨lu¨mu¨ Doktora
Tez Yo¨neticisi: Doc¸. Dr. Ezhan Karas¸an
Kasım 2010
Bu tezde, c¸ok-sekmeli telsiz ag˘larda saklı du¨g˘u¨mleri go¨z o¨nu¨ne alan ve genis¸ bir
trafik yu¨k aralıg˘ında c¸alıs¸an analitik bir IEEE 802.11 DCF modeli meydana koy-
maktayız. IEEE 802.11 DCF’e dayalı c¸ok-sekmeli telsiz ag˘larda, c¸arpıs¸maların
ve yeniden iletimlerin sebep oldug˘u hız azalmasıyla saklı terminalleri go¨z o¨nu¨ne
alan bir ulas¸tırılan is¸ (goodput) modeli; ve ek olarak, u¨stel geri c¸ekilme, donma
mekanizması ve du¨g˘u¨mlerin kulak misafiri olmalarından kaynaklanan enerji har-
camalarını ic¸eren bir enerji modeli o¨nerilmis¸ ve farklı sekme sayısının ulas¸tırılan
is¸ ve enerji performansına etkisinin aras¸tırılmasında kullanılmıs¸tır. Dahası, ag˘
ve trafik durumuna go¨re en uygun yolatama yo¨ntemini belirleyen bir uyarlanır
yolatama algoritması ortaya atılmıs¸tır.
Ulas¸tırılan is¸ ac¸ısından bakıldıg˘ında sonuc¸lar s¸o¨yledir: Hafif trafik altında
paket u¨retim hızı baskındır ve herhangi bir sekme yo¨ntemi es¸deg˘erde uygun-
dur. Orta s¸iddette trafikte es¸zamanlı go¨nderimler baskındır ve c¸ok-sekmeli
yolatama daha kaˆrlıdır. S¸iddetli trafik varlıg˘ında ise artan paket c¸arpıs¸maları ve
trafik sıkıs¸ıklıg˘ı nedeniyle c¸ok-sekmeli go¨nderim kararsız olmakta ve dog˘rudan
go¨nderim ulas¸tırılan is¸i arttırmaktadır. U¨retilen is¸ (throughput) ac¸ısından
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bakıldıg˘ında, u¨retilen is¸in trafik yu¨ku¨nden c¸ok ag˘ topolojisine bag˘ımlı oldug˘u,
c¸ok-sekmeli iletimin bu¨yu¨k ag˘lar ic¸in en uygunken dog˘rudan iletimin ku¨c¸u¨k ag˘lar
ic¸in u¨retilen is¸i arttırabildig˘i go¨sterilmis¸tir.
Enerji ac¸ısından bakıldıg˘ında benzer sonuc¸lar elde edilmektedir: Hafif
trafikte, bos¸ durumda tu¨ketilen enerji baskın olup herhangi bir sekme yo¨ntemini
yaklas¸ık olarak en uygun yapmaktadır. Orta s¸iddette trafik altında, bos¸ ve
alıs¸ durumundaki enerji harcaması baskınlas¸ıp c¸ok-sekmeli go¨nderim en uy-
gun olmakta en uygun sekme sayısı ara du¨g˘u¨mlerde harcanan is¸lem gu¨cu¨ ile
deg˘is¸mektedir. C¸ok ag˘ır trafik yu¨k durumunda, artan paket c¸arpıs¸maları ne-
deniyle c¸ok-sekmeli iletim kararsız hale gelmekte ve dog˘rudan go¨nderim daha
enerji-verimli olmaktadır.
Yolatama yo¨nteminde kullanılan sekme sayısının ulas¸tırılan is¸ ve enerji ver-
imlilig˘ini, herbiri benzer mesafeleri kateden daha kısa sekmelerin kullanılmasının
mu¨mku¨n oldug˘u, bu¨yu¨k ve homojen ag˘larda daha c¸ok etkiledig˘i go¨zlenmis¸tir.
Sonuc¸lar, MAC seviyesinde kanal kapıs¸masını go¨z o¨nu¨ne alan ve sekme yo¨ntemini
dinamik olarak deg˘is¸tiren c¸apraz-katmanlı bir yolatama yaklas¸ımının, gerc¸ek bir
telsiz ag˘da ag˘ trafik yu¨ku¨ zaman ic¸inde deg˘is¸irken ulas¸tırılan is¸i en az %18
arttırdıg˘ını ve en az %21 enerji tasarrufu sag˘ladıg˘ını go¨stermis¸tir. Daha kısa
sekmelerin mu¨mku¨n oldug˘u yog˘un ag˘larda ulas¸tırılan is¸ %222 kadar artmıs¸ ve
enerji tasarrufu %68’e c¸ıkmıs¸tır.
Anahtar Kelimeler: IEEE 802.11 DCF, dag˘ıtık es¸gu¨du¨m fonksiyonu, analitik
model, yarı-Markov zinciri, c¸ok-sekmeli telsiz ag˘lar, enerji verimlilig˘i, ulas¸tırılan
is¸, u¨retilen is¸, yolatama.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Advances in wireless technology have led to various appealing networking appli-
cations for delivery of data, audio and video. A diverse range of these applications
include real-time audio and streaming video delivery, remote monitoring through
sensor networks, rapidly deployed and reconfigured emergency or military ad-hoc
networking applications, under-water group communications, teleconferencing,
home networking, etc. The wide span of these wireless networking applications
is predicted to grow further and even replace wireline communications in the far
future with the advances in technology as depicted by Edholm’s law of band-
width [1]. The logarithmic plot given in Fig. 1.1 taken from this study shows the
data rates of wireless, wireline and nomadic1 communications against time.
Applications that run on large wireless networks with limited range necessi-
tate multi-hopping functionality, which is the act of transferring data through
multiple hops via intermediate nodes. Multi-hopping is used in such wireless
networks to extend the coverage when maximum transmit power of the source
station is not enough to reach the destination. Multi-hopping becomes optional
1The author uses the term nomadic for communications that are connected to base stations
with small ranges so that users are not fully mobile [1].
1
                                                                                                           
Figure 1.1: Advances in wireless technology fit the Edholm’s law of bandwidth
rule and predictions are that wireless data access will exceed wireline access in
the far future [SOURCE: IEEE Spectrum [1]].
in denser wireless networks, or in denser parts of multi-hop networks, where pos-
sible intermediate nodes exist in between source and destination stations and
the transmit power of the source station is enough to transmit directly to the
destination.
The main technical challenge facing multi-hop wireless networks is that the
two substantial resources, the energy and bandwidth, are limited. Energy is
limited for mobile stations due to battery supplied appliances and bandwidth
is limited due to the shared error-prone time-varying wireless nature of the
communication channel. Overcoming these limitations requires innovative cross-
layer designs for energy and bandwidth efficient protocols, which can be achieved
through detailed analyzes of basic principles of multi-hop wireless networks with
an extensive consideration of the layers of the protocol stack.
2
Problem
• A basic question: Transmit directly or multi-hop?
Figure 1.2: A multi-hop wireless ad-hoc sensor network, where each heat sensor
is responsible of conveying information regarding an increase in the heat to the
central office. An energy-efficient routing design in this network requires an
answer to the basic question of “directly transmit or multi-hop?”
In this dissertation, we focus on routing in multi-hop wireless networks and
find an answer to the following basic question: “When should a routing algorithm
use a single long hop or multiple short hops in wireless networks for enhancing a
particular performance metric such as energy, goodput or throughput?”. Fig. 1.2
illustrates an example of a wireless sensor network where the answer of the above
question is important in designing an energy-efficient routing algorithm. Heat
sensors are deployed in a forest devoted to signaling start of a fire to a central
office so that fire is extinguished before it spreads. The main design challenge in
this multi-hop wireless network is to design communication algorithms so as to
minimize energy consumption, because the more the batteries of the sensors last
the less the annual maintenance cost will be.
This dissertation extends the studies investigating the effect of routing on
wireless network performance using a cross-layer approach, where the effects of
medium access control (MAC) contention are incorporated. The goal of this
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study is to reveal when multi-hopping becomes advantageous and to state guide-
lines for energy, goodput and throughput-efficient routing considering MAC con-
tention.
In this dissertation we study the random medium access control protocol of
the IEEE 802.11 standard [2], since most commercial wireless products are based
on this standard. IEEE 802.11 is an open standard developed by the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and the primary MAC technique
of 802.11 is the distributed coordination function (DCF), which is based on the
carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) with binary
slotted exponential backoff (BEB).
A more comprehensive statement of the problem studied in this dissertation
may be given as follows: investigation of the basic question of whether to “di-
rectly transmit or multi-hop?” in order to increase the energy, goodput and/or
throughput performance in IEEE 802.11 DCF based wireless networks using a
cross-layer approach that considers
• MAC contention including BEB, freezing mechanisms, retransmissions, col-
lisions, etc.,
• hidden terminal effect,
and works for
• a large range of traffic loads,
• any two-dimensional topology,
• any traffic patterns among nodes,
• networks where nodes may have any functionality: any combination of
source, sink and relay.
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This dissertation, initially inspired by the basic question of how to route in
a multi-hop wireless network for enhanced energy/goodput/throughput perfor-
mance, makes several contributions to the literature aside from providing an
answer to the original starting problem. The main contributions of this disser-
tation are illustrated in Fig. 1.3.
Owing to the fact that existing models are inadequate for energy, goodput
and throughput performance analysis for IEEE 802.11 DCF based multi-hop
networks, an analytical model for IEEE 802.11 DCF is developed in this disser-
tation. Hence, the primary contribution of this study is the introduction of an
analytical IEEE 802.11 DCF model for multi-hop networks which:
• considers hidden terminals,
• provides fairly accurate results for large range of traffic loads,
PROBLEM STATEMENT: 
When should a routing algorithm use a single long hop or multiple short hops 
in wireless networks for enhancing a particular performance metric 
such as energy, goodput or throughput?
Analytical IEEE 802.11 DCF Model
for Wireless Multi-hop Networks
Energy Model
Goodput and 
Throughput
Model
LACAR: Load-Adaptive
Contention-Aware
Route Selection 
Algorithm
*
Figure 1.3: Main contributions of the dissertation: i) an analytical IEEE 802.11
DCF model, ii) goodput and throughput models, iii) an energy model and iv) a
load-adaptive contention-aware route selection algorithm for IEEE 802.11 DCF
based multi-hop networks.
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• works for any given two-dimensional topology,
• increases the accuracy and scalability of the analytical model by joint use
of fixed and variable slots
• allows each node to be both source and/or relay.
The second contribution is an analytical framework for calculation of the
average node goodput and the average node throughput for the IEEE 802.11
DCF based multi-hop wireless networks, which considers carrier sensing, hidden
terminal effect, non-optimum routing and analyzes the problem for a large range
of traffic loads and for different network densities.
The third contribution is an analytical framework for the investigation of the
energy-efficiency of routing strategies in IEEE 802.11 DCF based multi-hop wire-
less networks. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study in multi-hop
networks that includes the energy consumption due to MAC operations such as
collisions, retransmissions, overhearing of nodes, BEB and freezing mechanisms.
Our final contribution is a load-adaptive contention-aware routing strategy
for increasing the energy and goodput performance in IEEE 802.11 DCF based
multi-hop networks. The results of our research show that traffic load adap-
tive cross-layer routing strategy significantly increases the energy and goodput
performances of IEEE 802.11 DCF based multi-hop networks.
We demonstrate the effect of routing on the goodput, throughput and energy
performance of multi-hop wireless networks. The analytic results obtained via
the IEEE 802.11 DCF, the goodput/throughput and energy model, supported
by simulations, demonstrate the following main results:
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• Throughput is shown to increase for any routing strategy with increased
traffic, whereas goodput exhibits a bell-shaped behavior for short hop rout-
ing as the traffic increases. The goodput results show that selection of rout-
ing strategy based on the traffic load increases goodput significantly. Under
light traffic, arrival rate of packets is dominant, making any routing strategy
equivalently optimum. Under moderate traffic, concurrent transmissions
dominate and multi-hop transmissions become more advantageous. At
heavy traffic, short hop routing becomes unstable due to increased packet
collisions and excessive traffic congestion, and long hop routing becomes
more stable and increases goodput. The choice of routing strategy is ob-
served to affect goodput more for large and homogeneous networks where
it is beneficial to use multiple short hops each covering similar distances.
• Energy-efficient routing strategy highly depends on the traffic load: Under
light traffic, energy spent during idle mode is responsible for most of the en-
ergy consumed, making any routing strategy equally good. Under moderate
traffic, energy spent during idle and receive modes dominates and multi-
hop transmissions become more advantageous. At heavy traffic, short hop
routing becomes unstable due to increased packet collisions and excessive
traffic congestion, and long hop routing becomes more energy-efficient and
stable. It is also shown that the processing power at intermediate nodes
affects the optimum hop number, but only for a specific range of traffic
loads.
• The proposed load-adaptive contention-aware routing algorithm (LACAR),
which takes energy expenditure due to MAC contentions into account and
dynamically changes the routing strategy according to the network traffic
load, increases goodput by at least 18% and saves energy by at least 21%
in a relatively less dense wireless network where the traffic load changes
with time. The goodput gain increases up to 222% and energy savings
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increase up to 68% for a denser network where short hop routing with
higher number of hop-counts is possible.
The dissertation begins with a detailed explanation of technical background
on multi-hop wireless networks, investigation of performance metrics in wireless
networks with emphasis on goodput, throughput and energy, design challenges
at layers of protocol stack and cross-layer design. Chapter 3 is devoted to the
description of the analytical IEEE 802.11 DCF model for multi-hop wireless net-
works. The analytical IEEE 802.11 DCF model, as well as the analytical and
simulation results for the model are presented here. Chapter 4 describes the
goodput and throughput model for IEEE 802.11 DCF based multi-hop networks
and presents corresponding results and conclusions. A theoretical framework to
evaluate the energy consumption of IEEE 802.11 DCF based multi-hop networks
is introduced in Chapter 5, where the results and conclusions regarding energy
are presented. An adaptive routing approach for increasing the energy and good-
put performance in IEEE 802.11 DCF based multi-hop networks is presented in
Chapter 6, which contains the adaptive routing algorithm and its performance
evaluation. This dissertation ends with conclusions and a discussion of future
research directions in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
Goodput, Throughput and
Energy-Efficiency in Multi-Hop
Wireless Networks
During the past decade, wireless services have evolved from basic voice com-
munication to broadband multimedia services. However, users demand higher
flexibility and higher mobility while requesting services with higher data-rate,
lower latency, higher energy-efficiency. The wireless applications and services
commercially available around the world today owe their existence to the evolu-
tion of the wireless technology advancements, and the technologies not achieved
today need more advancements in the quality of service provided by wireless
technologies.
Various wireless networking applications have emerged: personal area net-
works, distributed control systems and military applications, home networks,
and a broad class of ad-hoc and sensor networking applications. The chief utili-
ties of wireless networks such as easy deployment and reconfiguration, distributed
nature and node redundancy are possible by means of battery powered mobile
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devices, which bring together the problem of effective usage of energy resources.
Although energy-constraints are not inherent to all wireless networks (for exam-
ple, devices may be stationary and attached to a large energy source such as a
vehicle), some of the most exciting applications lie in the category where energy-
efficiency is an important design issue. Energy management is one of the most
important problems in wireless communication and recent studies have addressed
this topic [3].
In the next section, we introduce and define two major performance metrics
in wireless networks: goodput/throughput and energy consumption. Goodput
and throughput issues in multi-hop wireless networks and cross-layering tech-
niques for enhancing goodput and throughput performance are examined in the
next section. The energy-efficiency at layers of protocol stack is investigated
in Sec. 2.2 with a discussion of various cross-layering techniques in increasing
energy-efficiency.
2.1 Goodput and Throughput Performance in
Multi-Hop Wireless Networks
Realization of many wireless services depends on delivering information with an
acceptable data rate to the users. One factor that limits the data rate in wireless
networks is the limited available bandwidth. Federal communications commis-
sions in countries regulate which bandwidth particular networks can access with
how much maximum power. This limits the amount of bandwidth that can be
given to each user of the wireless network.
Providing goodput/throughput adequate for applications becomes compli-
cated in wireless networks due to the lack of accurate knowledge of the state of
the network, e.g., the quality of the radio links, availability of routers and their
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resources [4]. The time varying conditions, error-prone wireless channel are also
factors that decrease goodput/throughput in wireless networks. Furthermore,
providing an adequate goodput/throughput for applications in a wireless net-
work may become impossible when: 1) the size of the network grows beyond a
certain level where network updates cannot be propagated within specific delay
bounds, 2) the nodes are too mobile, and 3) when a node loses connectivity
with the rest of the network. Thus, goodput/throughput in wireless networks is
fundamentally different from traditional networks.
There are several definitions of goodput for different disciplines, that are listed
as follows:
• In computer networks, goodput is defined to be the application level
throughput, i.e. the number of useful bits per unit of time forwarded by the
network from a certain source address to a certain destination, excluding
protocol overhead, packet headers and retransmitted data packets.
• In communication systems theory, the typical measure of goodput equals
the information transmission rate times the probability of success, assuming
that the channel statistics remain unchanged. This calculation of goodput
is not any more valid when scheduling decisions on rate and power change
over time or when errors appear in an irregular fashion e.g. in bursts [5].
• Goodput may also be defined as the ratio of achieved user data rate over
channel raw data rate [6].
The first definition is more general including the application layer mechanisms.
In this dissertation we define goodput to be the network level throughput.
Throughput, on the other hand, is the link layer data rate of successful trans-
missions. Goodput is always lower than the throughput, which generally is lower
than the channel capacity or bandwidth. The factors that cause lower goodput
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than throughput are inclusion of the following items in calculation of throughput,
which are excluded from goodput calculation:
• Transport layer, network layer and MAC layer protocol overhead due to
management packets, control packets and packet headers.
• Retransmission of lost or corrupt packets due to transport layer automatic
repeat request (ARQ), network or MAC layer retransmission mechanisms.
Goodput in multi-hop wireless networks is much lower than throughput, com-
pared to single-hop networks or wireless local area networks (WLAN), because
packets are also dropped at intermediate nodes. For a data packet dropped at
some intermediate hop, the successful transmissions of this data packet at prior
hops are counted in calculation of throughput, whereas these transmissions are
excluded in goodput calculation. Hence, goodput is normally employed to give
more accurate performance evaluation than throughput in multi-hop networks.
Both goodput and throughput are vulnerable to variations in channel quality,
packet length, lower layer protocol efficiency, network load, inter-frame gaps be-
tween packets, packets-per-second ratings of devices that forward packets, hard-
ware speeds, network design protocols, network topology, and so forth.
In this dissertation, we are specifically concerned with average node goodput
and average node throughput, where average node goodput is defined as the
number of data bits per second received successfully by the destination, averaged
over all nodes in the wireless network. The average node throughput is defined
as the data rate of successful transmissions of a node, including retransmissions
due to collisions [7, 8].
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2.1.1 Goodput and throughput issues at layers of the pro-
tocol stack
Multi-hop networks are expected to be an important part of future wireless net-
work architectures due to their easy deployment, robustness and flexibility. The
core idea of multi-hop wireless networks, forwarding of packets over multiple wire-
less hops, is a new quality in wireless communications and requires optimization
of many research issues in order to meet the high goodput and throughput re-
quirements in practical multi-hop wireless deployments. More powerful devices
based on multiple radio interfaces that make use of channel diversity, optimized
MAC protocols for accessing the multi-hop channel or scheduling links, new rout-
ing metrics are needed in order to support necessary improvements. Finally, the
cross-layer design is important in order to get better access to the layers in order
to enhance goodput and throughput performance. In this section, a review of
some technology solutions at the physical, MAC and network layers, together
with some cross-layer design examples to improve goodput and throughput per-
formance in the literature are provided.
Physical layer
Physical layer has several properties affecting goodput and throughput. The
antenna type, the modulation scheme, the rate and complexity of channel cod-
ing are physical layer features that impact goodput and throughput directly.
Multi-Radio and Multi-Channel (MRMC) is also a means to improve through-
put in multi-hop wireless networks. Multi-radio is attractive due to cheap and
various hardware devices that can be simultaneously used due to the different
sensing range, bandwidth and attenuation characteristics. Interference is re-
duced by multi-channel by which non-overlapping channels are used to transmit
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or receive simultaneously. This way the use ratio of frequency spectrum is en-
hanced by improving the effective bandwidth of the whole network. A centralized
static channel assignment in MRMC wireless mesh networks with the objective
of maximizing overall end-to-end throughput, which we refer as goodput in this
dissertation, is introduced in [9], which assigns the available channels to the bot-
tleneck links of multi-hop flows iteratively. Simulation results conducted in ring
and grid topologies show that the algorithm is effective in increasing the goodput.
The physical layer properties have also indirect effects on goodput and
throughput performance by restraining multiple access and routing decisions
through changing the error rate of the channel.
MAC layer
MAC layer is responsible for allocating wireless channels to contending users and
scheduling the transmissions among them. It also realizes link error control, by
which a destroyed frame on the link is retransmitted. The MAC layer affects
goodput and throughput in various ways. The allocation of simultaneous trans-
missions affects interference, which in turn affects the error rate of packets, where
increased error rate decreases goodput and throughput. Moreover, interference
determines the signal to interference and noise ratio that affects the data rate.
The link error control scheme at MAC affects the header size, the error rate, the
collision probability, number of retransmissions, service time per packet metrics
which have a direct effect on goodput and throughput.
Several MAC protocols for increasing goodput or throughput performance
are proposed in the literature. A novel high-throughput MAC protocol, called
Concurrent Transmission MAC (CTMAC) is presented in [10], which supports
concurrent transmissions while allowing the network to have a simple design
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with a single channel, single transceiver, and single transmission power archi-
tecture. CTMAC inserts additional control gap between the transmission of
control packets (RTS/CTS) and data packets (DATA/ACK), which allows a se-
ries of RTS/CTS exchanges to take place between the nodes in the vicinity of
the transmitting, or receiving node to schedule possible multiple, concurrent data
transmissions. To safeguard the concurrent data transmission, collision avoid-
ance information is included in the control packets and used by the neighboring
nodes to determine to transmit or not. Simulation results show that a significant
gain in throughput is obtained by the CTMAC protocol compared to the IEEE
802.11 DCF protocol.
Network layer
Network layer has two main functions: routing and mobility management. Re-
garding routing, the network layer determines the path from source to destina-
tion, and consequently selects a set of links. Routing protocols play the key role
in multi-hop wireless networks since they control the formation, configuration
and maintenance of the topology of the network. Routing protocols proposed
for optimization of throughput have to consider other metrics depending on the
application, mobility, energy, radio characteristics of nodes. For example a rout-
ing protocol proposed for optimization of goodput and throughput in an ad-hoc
multi-hop wireless network has to consider energy-efficiency and mobility at the
same time, whereas a routing protocol in a MRMC wireless mesh network should
also select proper channel and radio, so that it can sufficiently make use of the
advantage of MRMC.
Certain nodes that are located at critical positions in the multi-hop wireless
network form network bottlenecks and are likely to get heavily loaded. Therefore,
load balancing is an essential ingredient in improving the achievable throughput
and goodput. Load balancing assumes to achieve the efficient traffic allocation,
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efficient use of links, maximal use of network capacity, minimal resource con-
sumption at the bottleneck nodes. In [11], it is shown that load balanced routing
improves performance regardless of the nature of the underlying MAC protocol
compared to conventional shortest widest path routing. And also, it is shown
that an ideal load balanced routing protocol should take into account both the
hop counts and the capacities when computing the optimal path.
2.1.2 Cross-layer design
The design of the OSI protocol stack where each layer operates independently
results in poor performance for wireless networks, especially when energy is a
constraint, leading to a necessity for a cross-layer design [12–42]. A cross-layer
design requires the protocols of each layer to be developed within an integrated
and hierarchical framework considering the interdependencies among them. On
the other hand, a cross-layer design needs to be modified at all layers of the
stack in case of an update and this might produce unintended interactions among
layers, adaptation loops and performance degradation resulting in spaghetti-like
codes if not maintained efficiently [18]. Furthermore, an efficient, flexible and
comprehensive cross-layer signalling scheme is required [19]. The information
that can be used in a cross-layer architecture and the layer to get it from are
listed in Table 2.1. Some representative properties of each layer have the potential
of affecting all the higher layers.
Different approaches for cross-layer design for optimization of throughput are
reviewed in [43–45]. A technique to increase the throughput of wireless mesh net-
works, based on cooperative communications is introduced in [46], where two co-
operative strategies, opportunistic relaying, and partial decoding, are proposed.
Simulation results for Rayleigh and Rice fading show remarkable throughput
gains of the cooperative strategies with respect to non-cooperative transmission.
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Table 2.1: Some representative information that can be exchanged in a cross-
layer architecture and where the information is available.
Layer Information
Topology control algorithms
Application Traffic requirements
Logical topology
Congestion window
Transport Timeout clock
End-to-end packet loss rate
End-to-end delay
Network lifetime
Network Physical topology
Connectivity
Link bandwidth
Link quality
Data Link/MAC Mac packet delay
Data rate
Power control
Scheduling policy
Node location
Movement pattern
Physical Transmit power (radio transmission range)
Antenna type (multiple antennas etc.)
(Residual) battery power
SNR information
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In [47], the authors have proposed a LEss remaining hop More Opportunity
(LEMO) algorithm for multi-hop networks in order to achieve higher packet
delivery ratio, which is a cross-layer MAC and routing algorithm. Through
simulations, the performance of proposed LEMO algorithm is evaluated and
compared with the legacy IEEE 802.11 DCF. Results show that the total packet
delivery ratio is increased, which means that the throughput discrepancy among
flows is reduced while the total flow throughput is enhanced.
IEEE802.11e is proposed and Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease
(AIMD) mechanism is combined to analyze the quality of service in cross
layer in [48]. The combined technique enhanced the throughput by 30 − 40%.
IEEE802.11e MAC employs a channel access function called hybrid coordination
function. Their results showed that the interaction between transportation and
MAC protocol has a significant impact on the achievable throughput in wireless
networks.
2.2 Energy Performance in Multi-Hop Wireless
Networks
Another performance goal in wireless networks, as important as providing good-
put/thorughput, is energy-efficiency, because realization of many wireless ser-
vices depends on battery powered devices. The relative importance of energy
and goodput/throuput depends on the application. For example, the primi-
tive design constraint for a wireless sensor network used for remote environment
monitoring may be energy-efficiency, whereas it is goodput for a wireless mesh
network set for a dublex video-conferencing application.
Wireless medium is accessed often by portable, lightweight devices that are
supplied by a local battery. This limits the amount of energy available to each
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user, requiring energy-efficient protocols in order to maximize node lifetime. It
is foreseen that wireless interface will be the primary consumer of energy and
energy-efficiency is expected to become the single most important figure of merit
in 10 to 20 years time in ad-hoc networks [49].
Energy-efficiency in wireless networks can be defined as effective usage of
power resources of nodes in the wireless network so that one of the following
objective functions is satisfied:
1. Maximization of the network lifetime
2. Maximization of the lifetime of each individual node
3. Minimization of energy per bit delivered.
The first objective function aims prolonging the network lifetime. In [50], [51]
network lifetime is defined as the time of the first node failure due to battery
depletion since a single node failure can make the network become partitioned
and further services be interrupted. The second objective function aims pro-
longing individual node lifetimes. This is achieved by various techniques in the
literature: i) maximizing the fraction of surviving nodes in a network [52, 53],
ii) maximizing the mean expiration time [54], and iii) maximizing the minimum
residual battery energy among nodes [55].
The third objective function for achieving energy-efficiency is minimizing
energy per bit (EPB) which is defined as the energy consumed for communi-
cating one bit of information per flow. EPB includes the energy consumed at
all layers of the protocol stack. The energy consumption is shaped by various
modulation techniques, synchronization, header overhead, energy and time ratio
of transmission-reception and standby modes, MAC techniques, retransmission
strategies, routing, etc.
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The first two objective functions regarding lifetime consider residual battery
energies of nodes, whereas the last ignores it. The objective function that achieves
the most energy-efficient operation is network and application dependent. For
example, maximizing the lifetime of a wireless sensor network is generally a
more crucial objective in terms of energy-efficiency compared to maximizing the
lifetime of individual nodes, since connectivity of the network, compared to indi-
vidual nodes, is more important for sustaining operability of the sensor network.
On the other hand, in an office network, maximizing the lifetime of each in-
dividual node may gain importance since none of the clients may tolerate an
unfair energy outage in the middle of a meeting. Furthermore, in an wireless
network where throughput is of primary interest, such as data networks, EPB
may become more important than the lifetimes of the network or nodes.
2.2.1 Energy-efficiency at layers of the protocol stack
Studies show that the significant consumers of power in typical laptop are the
microprocessor (CPU), liquid crystal display (LCD), hard disk, system memory
(DRAM), keyboard/mouse, CDROM drive, floppy drive, I/O subsystem, and the
wireless network interface card [56, 57]. A typical example from a Toshiba 410
CDT mobile computer demonstrates that nearly 36% of power consumed is by
the display, 21% by the CPU/memory, 18% by the wireless interface, and 18% by
the hard drive. Consequently, energy conservation has been largely considered
in the hardware design of the mobile terminal and in components such as CPU,
disks, displays, etc. [58]. Significant additional power savings may result by in-
corporating low-power strategies into the design of network protocols used for
data communication. Moreover, communication units of a large group of wireless
networking applications are simple devices without a display and limited process-
ing capabilities, where the power consumed by the wireless interface constitutes
a larger fraction of the total power consumption than mentioned above.
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Furthermore, authors in [59] showed that accessing local hard drives con-
sumes significant power compared to reception of wireless data and thus, periodic
broadcast of data over wireless communication channels can be considered as a
supplement to a mobile user’s secondary storage. Hence, considerable reduction
in the wireless interface power consumption may provide a reduction in memory
power consumption if such a method is used for storage.
Although a wireless interface is composed of the data link and the physical
layers, energy saving at a wireless interface is not restricted by these layers. Any
energy-efficient network or application layer operation reduce power consumption
at the wireless interface.
Recent advances in wireless network protocols, the technical challenges to be
considered within all layers of the protocol stack for energy-constrained wireless
networks and possible approaches for solving them are investigated in [12], [13].
The areas of research for energy-efficient design and the corresponding protocol
layers are summarized in Figure 2.1.
Physical layer
Physical layer has several properties affecting energy expenditure. The RF cir-
cuit features such as the power required to drive the RF modules, transmit
power, transceiver complexity, antenna type and antenna beam coefficients ac-
cumulatively impact power consumption in transmit, receive and idle modes of
operation. The modulation scheme, the rate and complexity of channel coding
are additional physical layer features that impact energy consumption directly.
These physical layer properties have also indirect effects on energy- efficiency, by
restraining multiple access and routing decisions through changing the error rate
of the channel.
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MAC
Network
Transport
Operating System 
& Middleware
Application 
& Services
Partitioning of tasks
Source coding & digital signal processing
Context adaptation
Disconnection management
Power management
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Retransmissions
Mobility management
Rerouting
Mobility management
Link error control
Channel allocation
Multiple access
Modulation schemes
Channel coding
RF circuits
Figure 2.1: Protocol stack of a generic wireless network, and corresponding areas
of energy efficient research.
MAC layer
The MAC layer affects energy expenditure in three ways: 1) The allocation of
simultaneous transmissions imposes interference that impacts physical layer per-
formance in terms of distinguishing the desired signal from the rest. Briefly,
the MAC layer mainly controls interference that may lead to excessive energy
consumption for transmit power adaptation at the transmitter or link retransmis-
sions. 2) Depending on the scheduling scheme, nodes may switch to power-saving
modes of operation. 3) The link error control scheme affects the energy consump-
tion per packet. Ineffective maintenance of point-to-point retransmissions at the
link layer may initiate end-to-end retransmissions at the transport layer, resulting
in excessive energy consumption. Conversely, a strict link error control scheme
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that results in frequent link layer retransmissions may also introduce additional
power expenditure.
Network layer
Several power-aware routing protocols can be summarized as follows:
1. Minimum total transmission power routing (MTPR) selects the route with
minimum sum of link transmission powers. Therefore, the route with more
shorter hops and greater end-to-end delay is selected, where load balancing
and fairness in energy-consumption are not supplied [14], [15].
2. Minimum battery cost routing (MBCR) selects the route with the maxi-
mum sum of residual battery powers. Hence, load balancing is considered
and the lifetime of each node together with that of the network is extended.
However, routes with nodes that have little energy may still be selected [15].
3. Min-max battery cost routing (MMBCR) selects the route with the max-
imum value of minimum residual battery energies of all possible routing
paths. Each node’s lifetime is maximized by this protocol and fairness
in the way nodes are used is satisfied. But since, minimum transmission
power paths are not necessarily chosen, the lifetime of all nodes may actu-
ally reduce [15].
4. Conditional max-min battery capacity routing (CMMBCR) uses the most
energy-efficient routes while all modes have residual battery capacity above
a threshold. Once nodes’ energies fall below this threshold, routes with the
lowest battery capacity are avoided. This routing protocol represents a
compromise between MTPR and MMBCR [16].
5. Constrained shortest-path routing (CSPR), imposes a constraint on maxi-
mum transmission distance that controls the network topology. The longer
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the maximum transmission distance, the more fully connected the network
graph will be. For a given network topology, shortest path routing selects
the minimum-energy path. The maximum distance constraint enables a
trade-off between transmission energy and overall (source to destination)
delay. Potential application of CSPR may be within clusters of target-
tracking sensor networks [17].
Different routing strategies select different sets of links that result in different
sets of concurrent transmitting links, influencing the MAC layer. For instance,
spatially close routes increase interference and make it harder for MAC to re-
solve the transmission conflicts. However, none of the above mentioned routing
algorithms consider increases in transmission power or degradation in link qual-
ity due to these concurrent transmissions, which can only be neglected when all
simultaneous links use orthogonal channels without spatial reuse.
Mobility management is another responsibility of the network layer that
affects energy-efficiency. The mobility pattern, the frequency of node addi-
tions/failures and link quality variations impact the amount of control traffic,
which is another source of energy dissipation. Transport layer is responsible of
end-to-end transmissions and becomes crucial for wireless networks due to er-
ror prone nature of the wireless channel. Congestion control mechanisms and
retransmissions at this layer may result in energy waste.
2.2.2 Cross-layer design
Energy-efficiency is enhanced by cross-layer designs, some of which are summa-
rized in this section with some examples.
Transmit power plays a key role in the development of energy-efficient cross-
layer protocols. Wireless terminals capable of varying the transmit power acquire
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different radio transmission ranges through power control. The level of transmit
power affects all of the upper layer protocols, due to its effect on local neigh-
borhood. Increasing radio transmission range may result in larger number of
nodes in the neighborhood, affecting link quality, bandwidth, packet delay and
scheduling [20–22] at the MAC layer; routing decisions at the network layer; re-
transmissions and congestion control mechanisms at the transport layer; logical
topology (the users included in the network) and the type of applications at the
application layer.
Signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) determines the performance of
the link. In case of a low SINR, power is consumed more either due to increased
transmit power or increased number of retransmissions. Also a low SINR may
require a reduction in data rate, affecting MAC layer properties such as packet
delay and scheduling policies. An example for such cross-layering is given in [23],
where SINR information is attached to RREQ packets and PREP packets prop-
agate with rate adaptation at each hop providing the selection of the route with
minimum MAC delay. A somewhat similar cross-layering is introduced in [24],
where the network layer may discard packets in advance based on the chan-
nel conditions and link delay information passed from the MAC layer, together
with traffic requirements information passed from the application layer. Another
cross-layering method that passes the channel conditions and MAC delay in-
formation, but this time to the MAC layer scheduler, is proposed in [25]. The
scheduler places the packet into the queue according to its estimated delay, where
it may place a packet at the end of the queue if its corresponding channel is cor-
rupted. Particular to CDMA channels, channel condition information can be
used to change the spreading factor to adapt rate [26].
SINR information may also affect power control decisions at the MAC layer
that constitutes the basics of the MAC protocol introduced in [27] where a frame
format for slotted RTS/CTS structure for CSMA/CA is introduced. The SINR
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of the slotted and successive RTS/CTS packets is measured and power control
is done accordingly.
Monitoring the interference level and delaying packet transmissions [28], or
marking packets indicating wireless channel related losses rather than congestion
losses in order to reduce congestion window reductions [29], are methods for
saving energy using SINR information.
Mobility pattern is another physical layer property of wireless networks that
impacts all layers of the protocol stack. The frequency of link quality changes,
node additions and failures depend on the movement pattern and affect power
consumption due to additional amount of control packet flows that provide route
updates, retransmissions and topology reconfigurations. Moreover, highly mobile
systems impact connectivity of the network, requiring an increase in the transmit
power [12], that increases power consumption.
Channel coding, multiple antenna techniques are shown to save transmission
power. However, they are often highly complex and therefore require significant
power for signal processing. This trade-off requires examination to determine if
multiple antenna techniques and channel coding result in a net savings in energy
[12].
Routing is shown to play a dominant role in reducing power consumption [21].
Cross-layer design of many energy-efficient routing protocols makes use of var-
ious physical layer information. A transmit power aware routing protocol that
uses transmit power as a metric for shortest path routing to increase node and
network lifetime is proposed in [30]. Since this cross-layer routing strategy leads
to utilization of the same paths leading to battery depletions, battery power-
aware strategy is introduced in conjunction with transmit power and lifetime is
shown to increase by 45% in [31]. A cross-layer design for enhancing power-based
routing protocols is proposed, where MAC layer information such as the number
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of sucessfully received CTS and ACK messages are used in selecting paths with
minimum probability of error [32]. A cross-layer design for routing when channel
fading is present is proposed in [33], where the next hop is chosen to be the one
that has the best channel condition to mitigate fading.
Goodput, throughput and energy-efficiency are enhanced by consideration of
all protocol layers and exchange of relevant information among layers. However,
an efficient cross-layering is possible by a correct and comprehensive knowledge
of how network properties impact each layer’s performance.
In the following chapters, the effect of long-hop and short-hop routing on
goodput, throughput and energy performance in multi-hop wireless networks is
investigated considering MAC contention. A cross-layer approach, which uses
physical layer and MAC layer properties for the analysis of goodput, through-
put and energy performance is developed. Since our concern is hop-count, an
analytical model for MAC protocol for multi-hop networks is required in order
to capture and understand the effect of MAC layer in this cross-layer architec-
ture. In the next chapter, we propose an analytical model for the IEEE 802.11
DCF in multi-hop wireless networks, which is the MAC technique used in this
dissertation for the cross-layer approach.
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Chapter 3
An Analytical Model for IEEE
802.11 DCF
In order to investigate the effects of MAC layer on goodput, throughput and en-
ergy performance, the IEEE 802.11 technology, is chosen since most commercial
wireless products are based on the IEEE 802.11 [2]. 802.11 is an open standard
developed by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) in 1997.
The original version specifies two raw data rates of 1 and 2 Mbps to be transmit-
ted via infrared (IR) signals or by either frequency hopping or direct-sequence
spread spectrum in the Industrial Scientific Medical (ISM) frequency band at 2.4
GHz. Widespread adoption of 802.11 networks occurred after ratification of the
802.11b and 802.11a in 1999.
The original IEEE 802.11 standard is supplemented by four different stan-
dards: 802.11a, 802.11b, 802.11g and 802.11n, where a summary of specifications
is given in Table 3.1. 802.11b\g are currently the most widespread standards,
since they operate in the free ISM band. 802.11a operates in 5 GHz band,
and is not interoperable with 802.11b\g, except if using equipment that imple-
ments both standards. 802.11n builds upon previous 802.11 standards by adding
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Table 3.1: Summary of the IEEE 802.11a\b\g\n protocols.
Protocol Legacy 802.11a 802.11b 802.11g 802.11n
Release 1997 1999 1999 2001 2008
date
Frequency  2.4 5.0 2.4 2.4  2.4 or 5
(GHz)
Non-overlapping 12 3 3 3 12
channels
Supported 1,2 6,9,12,18, 1,2,5.5,11 1,2, upto 130 upto 270
data 24,36,48,54 5.5,11,
rates 6,9,12,18,
(Mbps) 24,36,48,54
Max 54 11 54 130 270
bandwidth
per channel
Modulation FHSS/ OFDM DSSS OFDM
technique DSSS
Range (meters) 20-100 35-120 38-140 38-140 70-250 70-250
DSSS/OFDM/MIMO
MIMO (multiple-input multiple-output), where MIMO uses multiple transmit-
ter and receiver antennas to allow for increased data throughput through spatial
multiplexing and increased range by exploiting the spatial diversity.
802.11s is the IEEE 802.11 standard for Mesh Networking, the draft of which
is approved in 2009. It specifies an extension to the IEEE 802.11 MAC to solve
the inter-operability problem by defining an architecture and protocol that sup-
port both broadcast/multicast and unicast delivery using radio-aware metrics
over self-configuring multi-hop topologies.
The primary MAC technique of 802.11 is the distributed coordination func-
tion (DCF), which is CSMA/CA technique with binary slotted exponential back-
off. Stations in a IEEE 802.11s based network implement the mesh coordination
function (MCF). The mandatory part of MCF relies on the contention based
protocol known as Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA), which itself
is an improved variant of the basic 802.11 DCF. Using DCF, a station trans-
mits a single frame of arbitrary length. With EDCA, a station may transmit
multiple frames whose total transmission duration may not exceed a limit [60].
EDCA mechanism allows service differentiation in IEEE 802.11 networks by us-
ing up to four different channel access functions that each execute independent
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backoff counters. The difference in absolute values of timers and the maximum
contention window allows the differentiation of traffic types [61]. The mesh de-
terministic access (MDA) mechanism is introduced in IEEE 802.11s that allows
access for a certain period with lower contention than other periods without us-
ing MDA. IEEE 802.11s is based on an exchange of congestion information of
nodes in the neighborhood in order to resolve congestion in the network [62].
Unfortunately, the IEEE 802.11s standard has not been finalized yet and exper-
iments with real 802.11s deployments show that multi-hop networks carry the
aggregation of locally generated and forwarded traffic and are threatened with
saturation, which is a problem to be solved on the medium access side [60].
In this dissertation, we have chosen DCF as the MAC protocol in multi-hop
wireless networks for the investigation of the effects of MAC layer on energy and
goodput performance. Although MCF is the medium access control protocol for
the mesh networking standard IEEE 802.11s, the immaturity of the standard
and the unavailability of technical documents during the period that this study
has been conducted prohibited an analysis based on MCF. Moreover, DCF is
the basic medium access control protocol used by the widespread IEEE 802.11
legacy and IEEE 802.11a\b\g\n technologies, and is also the basis of EDCA and
MCF.
Recently, there has been great interest on evaluating the performance of IEEE
802.11 DCF in multi-hop wireless networks. IEEE 802.11 DCF defines a MAC
protocol for wireless local area networks that solves the hidden terminal problem
in wireless local area networks where single-hop communications take place. By
the incorporation of ad-hoc systems in future forth generation wireless systems,
the IEEE 802.11 standard is adopted as the de-facto MAC standard in multi-
hop wireless networks and understanding the performance of the standard in
multi-hop wireless networks has gained importance [63]. The IEEE 802.11 DCF
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Figure 3.1: DATA packet collision due to hidden terminal problem in a multi-hop
wireless network.
performance changes when switching from local area network to multi-hop wire-
less network environment in three major aspects: i) paths in multi-hop networks
are multi-hop whereas they are single-hop in local area networks, ii) traffic han-
dled by each node is the node’s own traffic and the relay traffic, iii) the behavior
of each node depends not only on the nodes in the carrier sensing range but
also on hidden nodes that are placed outside the carrier sensing range (so that
collisions occur also due to hidden terminals).
In multi-hop wireless networks RTS/CTS handshake mechanism is not
enough to solve the hidden terminal problem. As illustrated in Fig. 3.1, the
DATA frame of a transmission from the transmitter tx to the receiver rx collides,
if there exists a hidden terminal B, which is hidden from node rx and sends to
node A during the transmission of CTS frame sent by rx. In this hidden terminal
topology, node A doe not receive the CTS frame successfully and may transmit
something during the DATA frame of the tx→ rx transmission. If there were no
hidden terminals, then RTS/CTS mechanism would avoid DATA collisions com-
pletely, but with hidden terminals the colliding RTS and CTS frames at nodes
can not avoid DATA collisions.
There are several simulation based studies in the literature investigating the
performance of IEEE 802.11 DCF multi-hop wireless networks [63, 64]. Simu-
lation based studies are useful in obtaining some knowledge of the complicated
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behavior of IEEE 802.11 DCF in multi-hop wireless networks, however analyti-
cal models are more effective in providing an insight on the functionality of the
protocol. As the network scenarios, traffic patterns and physical layer techniques
change, simulations alone become inefficient to get insights into the impacts of
MAC protocols on system performance. An analytical model of IEEE 802.11
DCF gives the opportunity to examine the impact of various physical layer pa-
rameters (such as data rate, contention window size, packet size, etc.), network
layer parameters (routing strategy, connectivity, etc.), transport layer parame-
ters (traffic pattern, congestion window, etc.) on the IEEE 802.11 DCF layer
and on the performance metrics such as the throughput and energy-efficiency.
In order to achieve an energy consumption or goodput analysis in multi-hop
networks with IEEE 802.11 DCF, an analytical model describing the performance
of IEEE 802.11 DCF in multi-hop networks is required. Existing models are
limited to either unsaturated or saturated traffic conditions, omit important
aspects of multi-hop networks and work for small topologies. Hence, an analytical
model for IEEE 802.11 DCF in multi-hop networks is developed in this chapter,
which is the primary contribution of this dissertation. The analytical model for
IEEE 802.11 DCF based multi-hop wireless networks:
• considers hidden terminals,
• provides fairly accurate results for large range of traffic loads,
• works for any given two-dimensional topology,
• increases the accuracy and scalability of the analytical model by joint use
of fixed and variable slots
• allows each node to be both source and/or relay.
A semi-Markov chain (SMC) based model for the behavior of a IEEE 802.11 DCF
node in a multi-hop wireless network is proposed, since SMC models are shown
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to predict the DCF behavior better than discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC)
models [7,65]. In the analysis of IEEE 802.11 DCF, the collision probability and
network allocation vector (NAV) setting probabilities together with the proba-
bilities governing the SMC are obtained first. Several MAC layer parameters
(instead of fitting a probability distribution to them) are calculated, some of
which can be counted as follows: i) the first and second moments of the service
time, ii) the probability of packet drops due to retry count, iii) the probability
of packet drops due to exceeding the buffers at the interface queues, iv) relay
traffic at each node, v) the expected NAV durations.
Several approaches that differ our solution methodology from that of the
literature are: i) joint usage of variable and fixed length slots for discretizing
time, ii) redefinition of channel state probabilities as NAV setting probabilities.
The major approaches of the proposed analytical model and how it improves the
assumptions and limitations of previous models are discussed in detail in Sec. 3.3.
After an introduction to IEEE 802.11 DCF function, a literature review of
existing analytical models for IEEE 802.11 DCF are given in the next two sec-
tions. The major attributes of the proposed DCF model are given in Sec. 3.3. In
Sec. 3.4, we present the analytical model for the IEEE 802.11 DCF in multi-hop
wireless networks, which is used by the following two chapters for analyzing the
energy consumption and goodput of various routing strategies. The underlying
assumptions of the analytical IEEE 802.11 DCF model, the basics of the model,
information regarding states and state transitions of the SMC, state residence
times, geometry related notations, calculation of NAV setting probabilities and
the probability of collision are given in this section. Finally, analytical model
results are compared with simulation results in Sec. 3.5 under various PHY and
MAC parameters.
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3.1 Distributed Coordination Function
In this section, the basic features of DCF are presented and for a more thorough
description the reader is refered to [2]. DCF is the fundamental MAC tech-
nique of the IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN standard. DCF employs a distributed
CSMA/CA algorithm with either basic access or with an optional RTS/CTS con-
trol mechanism. In DCF, before attempting a transmission the station ensures
that the channel is idle by listening the channel and initiating backoff procedures
accordingly. Exponential backoff procedure adopted by DCF includes uniform
random selection of counter value in the interval (0, 2bW0 − 1), where b is the
backoff stage and W0 is the minimum contention window. The backoff stage is
doubled after every failed transmission and reset to 0 after a successful trans-
mission. The backoff counter is decremented as long as the channel is idle and
frozen if it is busy, and reactivated if it is idle again. Each decrement of backoff
counter lasts for σ duration which is the SlotTime defined in [2].
RTS/CTS exchange mechanism involves exchange of Request-to-Send (RTS)
and Clear-to-Send (CTS) frames prior to sending the DATA packet. An RTS
frame and a corresponding CTS reply, that are frames shorter than the DATA
packet, inform neighbors of the DATA packet length. Thus, stations overhearing
RTS/CTS transmissions defer their transmission for the duration of the data
packet by setting their network allocation vector (NAV).
In single-hop networks, RTS/CTS exchange diminishes the hidden terminal
problem and collisions occur only if two RTS frames collide, so that collision of
DATA packets in basic access is replaced by the shorter RTS frame collisions.
In a multi-hop network, RTS/CTS exchange does not eliminate the hidden ter-
minal problem totally but is still more effective in terms of system performance
compared to basic access owing to shorter collision durations.
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3.2 IEEE 802.11 DCF Models
There are various studies conducted for modelling IEEE 802.11 DCF in single-
hop networks [7,66–71]. Bianchi proposed a two-dimensional Markov chain (MC)
to analyze the performance of the DCF function of the IEEE 802.11 protocol in
single-hop saturated networks [7]. This model is extended in [66] to incorporate
the unsaturated traffic conditions by the addition of W0 extra backoff states [8,
66, 72]. Unsaturated networks, are considered in [67] by adding a single state
instead of W0 states, corresponding to the case that the node has no packets to
send. The MC in this work becomes 3-dimensional by the addition of the queue
size. Although this study is claimed to include multi-hop networks, the analysis
is validated through simulation for single-hop networks. In this study, each node
is allowed to be either relay or source.
Despite various studies conducted for modelling IEEE 802.11 DCF in single-
hop networks [7, 66–71], there are few analytical modelling efforts for multi-hop
networks [8, 72–74]. Owing to the comparable complexity increase when switch-
ing from single-hop to multi-hop network architecture, the existing analytical
models are based on simplified assumptions that do not reflect the realistic dy-
namics of the IEEE 802.11 DCF system. Authors in [72] give an analytical model
for multi-hop wireless networks for unsaturated traffic loads ignoring the hidden
terminals and assuming that each node is either relay or source. The hidden ter-
minal problem is eliminated in the analysis in [8] by the assumption of RTS/CTS
mode with busy-tone, where unsaturated traffic load is assumed. The analysis
in [67] also ignores the existence of hidden terminals and moreover assumes that
each node is either relay or source. The hidden terminal problem is included in
the analysis of IEEE 802.11 DCF for a 3-node network in [73] and for string
topologies of variable sizes in [74]. These two articles point out important as-
pects of modelling in multi-hop networks. [73] points out that prior modelling of
IEEE 802.11 DCF, based on variable length slot notion, may be misleading and
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fixed length slots should be used instead. Also the channel state probabilities
used by modelling single-hop networks is replaced by probabilities of freezing the
backoff counter. The analysis in [73] is made by assuming a constant contention
window size as opposed to the binary exponential backoff where the window size
is doubled by each failure. The authors in [74] pointed out the existence of an
optimum offered load for maximizing the throughput. The analytical model in
[73] works for only a 3-node topology and the analytical model in [74] works for
string topologies. An analytical model of the IEEE 802.11 DCF that considers
hidden terminals, gives each node the joint functionality of being a source and
relay, works for various traffic loads in various multi-hop topologies does not exist
in the literature to the best of our knowledge.
3.3 Major Attributes of the Proposed IEEE
802.11 DCF Model
Owing to the fact that the existing analytical models of IEEE 802.11 DCF sys-
tems are inadequate for an energy-efficiency analysis in multi-hop wireless net-
works, an analytical model for IEEE 802.11 DCF for multi-hop wireless net-
works is developed in this dissertation. The major attributes of the proposed
DCF model together with the limitations and assumptions of the previous DCF
models are described in this section.
3.3.1 Semi-Markov chain
Analytical models in [7, 8, 66–73] are based on a Markov chain that is used for
the calculation of probability of transmission. We want to emphasize that the
chain is not Markov as stated in these studies, instead it is semi-Markov due to
the state dependent residence times and the steady state solution of a SMC is
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obtained by weighting the discrete time MC with average residence times [75].
The probability of transmission in these studies is calculated by the solution of
the relevant discrete time Markov chain, because there exists a probability of
transmission at the beginning of each variable length slot and diminishes to zero
for the rest of the slot. The analytical IEEE 802.11 DCF model proposed in this
dissertation is built on top of a SMC that models the behavior of a single IEEE
802.11 based node in a multi-hop network.
3.3.2 Joint use of fixed and variable slots
Most of the IEEE 802.11 DCF models are based on discretizing time into variable
length slots, where a slot is either the constant SlotT ime, or the variable time
interval between two consecutive backoff counter decrements [2]. A limitation
stemming from variable slot length is mentioned in [73] and it is pointed out
that there might not be as many backoff slots as are implied by equations set
for the channel states, and it is shown that the error in finding throughput for
various physical layer parameters grows for smaller contention window size, larger
packet sizes and lower data rates. Thus, a model that views the channel time
as a succession of fixed length slots of SlotT ime proposed in [73]. In this work,
the duration of time where NAV is set is discretized into fixed length slots only,
whereas the duration of sending a successful transmission or a collision is not
divided into fixed slots of length SlotT ime.
The major drawback of using fixed length slots in the analysis is the increase
in number of states in the Markov chain used to model the behavior of IEEE
802.11 DCF node, so that the analysis becomes not tractable. The analysis in [73]
is based on the assumption of constant contention window (CCW) instead of
binary exponential backoff, in order to limit the number of states in the Markov
chain. But the CCW assumption hinders the dynamics of the IEEE 802.11 DCF
and the results obtained do not reflect the exact operation of DCF.
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In this dissertation, a solution methodology different from the literature is
developed where a joint usage of fixed and variable length slots is adopted. The
SMC is developed and solved based on variable slot notion, whereas MAC param-
eters such as collision probability and NAV setting probabilities are developed
based on fixed length slot notion. Variable length slot notion ensures that the
number of states of the SMC is kept relatively small, so that BEB is included in
the analysis, reflecting the real dynamics of the IEEE 802.11 DCF. On the other
hand, the fixed slot notion used in developing MAC parameters ensures that our
analysis is not prone to the errors pointed out by [73]. This way, the weaknesses
of variable slot length analysis are eliminated, while keeping the SMC state size
small enough to be computationally efficient even with BEB.
3.3.3 From channel state probability towards NAV set-
ting probability
In studies modelling IEEE 802.11 DCF in single-hop and multi-hop net-
works [7,8,66–72], the successful, collision and idle channel is denoted by channel
state probabilities. However this representation is not appropriate for multi-hop
networks, because the channel state perceived by a node may not be the actual
state of the channel when hidden nodes exist. For example, two concurrent suc-
cessful transmissions in the channel of a node are perceived as a collision. Also,
a node perceives a successful channel if it successfully receives an RTS or CTS
frame that collides at the relevant receivers. In [73], instead of distinguishing
among channel states the probability of freezing/not freezing the backoff counter
is used. But NAV duration takes only one value and leads to insufficient accu-
racy in large multi-hop networks. We observed that a discrimination among NAV
durations is necessary and the duration of NAV varies if it contains at least one
DATA transmission. We switch from channel state probability notion to NAV
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setting probability notion and discriminate between events that set the NAV for
long and short durations.
3.3.4 Large range of traffic loads
The existing analytical models for IEEE 802.11 DCF for both single-hop and
multi-hop networks work under either unsaturated [8, 72, 76] or saturated [7, 65,
67, 73, 74] traffic loads. By saturated traffic load we mean the condition where
there is always one packet waiting in the queue upon finishing processing of the
last packet. Among the studies for multi-hop networks, the analytical models
in [8, 72] are limited to unsaturated traffic loads whereas the analytical models
in [73,74] are limited to saturated traffic loads. In this dissertation, we develop an
analytical model for multi-hop networks that operates in any traffic load ranging
from light to heavy traffic conditions.
3.3.5 Any given topology and traffic pattern
Unlike previous studies that have focused on analyzing IEEE 802.11 behavior by
considering hidden terminals in multi-hop networks under assumptions of specific
network (e.g., [73,74]), the proposed model accurately works for various network
topologies and traffic patterns considered in this study.
3.3.6 Not only RTS collisions
Existence of hidden terminals in multi-hop networks results in collisions other
than collision of RTS frames. An RTS or CTS frame that is not received correctly
by neighbors inside the carrier sensing range may cause collision of other types
of frames. In the analysis carried out in this dissertation, collisions of RTS, CTS,
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DATA or ACK frames with each other are also considered in the calculation of
the probability of collision.
3.4 IEEE 802.11 DCF Model for Multi-Hop
Wireless Networks
Basics of the proposed IEEE 802.11 DCF model is introduced in this section after
an overview of assumptions. The states of the SMC and calculation of the state
residence times are explained next. Geometry related notations, NAV setting
probabilities and collision probability are described next.
3.4.1 Assumptions
Several simplifying assumptions also made by several previous studies [7, 8, 65,
67, 73, 74, 76] are adapted in order to provide an analytically tractable solution
to the problem: 1) unified disk radio model, 2) Poisson offered traffic, 3) bit
error-free channel, 4) stationary nodes. The unified disk graph model states
that a communication is successful if and only if no simultaneous transmissions
exist within a certain interference range from the receiver. This channel model
is used since it is simple and generally used to model the behavior of CSMA/CA
networks such as IEEE 802.11.
No assumption is imposed neither on the topology nor on the traffic pattern.
But, we assume that the topology information regarding the placement of nodes
and the traffic pattern, i.e. the source destination pairs and the average traffic
on each route, are available. In order to be able to compare the energy-efficiency
of routing strategies, a comparison is conducted using the same topology and
traffic pattern where all nodes in the network are assumed to adapt the same
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routing strategy: each generated packet traverses a path of h hops. Thus, source
destination pairs are selected so that a reasonable h-hop path exists. Nodes are
assumed to conduct power control with infinitely variable levels and transmit
with the minimum required power to reach the next hop. The receiving range
is assumed to be equal to the carrier sensing range and the interference range.
The receiving range is the maximum distance from the source at which a packet
can be successfully received, whereas the carrier sensing range is the maximum
distance from the emitter at which a transmission is detected and the interference
range is the maximum distance from a receiver where nodes cause interference.
The capture effect is neglected in this study, where we assume that two packets
received at the same time always collide.
Each node is assumed to use the IEEE 802.11 DCF in conjunction with the
RTS/CTS exchange as the MAC protocol. Although the RTS/CTS handshake
mechanism introduces an overhead, it is shown to improve IEEE 802.11 perfor-
mance in multi-hop wireless networks when hidden nodes are present [77]. In case
of a collision, packets are retransmitted according to BEB until the maximum
retry count (M) is reached. At each transmission attempt of a node, regard-
less of the number of retransmissions, each packet collides with a conditional
probability p, conditioned on the fact that the particular node is attempting a
transmission. Packets are dropped after M unsuccessful retries with probabil-
ity pM or due to overflow of the finite sized interface queue (IFQ), that reside
between MAC and physical layers, with probability Pifq(i) at each node i for
1 ≤ i ≤ N , where N is the total number of nodes in the wireless network. Pifq(i)
is calculated in Sec. A assuming an M/G/1/K interface queue with buffer size
of K, including the packet in service. In our model, a single value is used for p
which corresponds to the average conditional collision probability taken over all
links, whereas Pifq(i) is different for each node.
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3.4.2 Basics of IEEE 802.11 DCF model
The IEEE 802.11 DCF behavior of a node is modelled by the SMC given in
Fig. 3.2, which captures both the transmit and the receive states of the node. The
state diagram is Markov since the future state of the node given the present state
is independent of the past state; and it is semi-Markov due to state dependent
residence times [75]. The SMC is two-dimensional, where the first dimension is
the backoff stage and the second is the backoff counter value. Backoff states of
the SMC are represented by the notation (b, k), where b is the backoff stage and
k is the backoff counter value. The maximum backoff stage is limited by M and
the maximum counter value is limited by B.
The maximum backoff counter value at stage b is Wb where,
Wb =

W0, b = 0
′
2bW0, 0 ≤ b < B
2BW0, B ≤ b < M.
(3.1)
b = 0′ corresponds to the backoff stage when the IFQ is empty. The backoff states
at which the backoff counter is frozen are represented by (b, k)S and (b, k)C , for
k 6= 0, where NAV is set for a long and short duration, respectively.
The backoff states at which backoff counter is frozen is represented by the
notation (b, k)S and (b, k)C , for k 6= 0, in case of perception of a successful
channel or collision channel respectively. The successful transmitting states are
the (b, 0)S states, and the transmit collision states are the (b, 0)C states.
The SMC models not only saturated but also unsaturated traffic conditions.
The unsaturated traffic conditions are incorporated by the IDLE, IDLES and
IDLEC states and the backoff states (0′, k), for 1 ≤ k < W0, which correspond
to states entered just after a successful transmission or after a packet is dropped
due to M , in case there is no packet in the queue. The IDLE state represents
the state in which the node has no packet to transmit and the backoff counter
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Figure 3.2: SMC model for a IEEE 802.11 DCF based node
value is zero. The node has three options in such condition: it perceives the
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channel as idle (IDLE), or it sets its NAV due to perception of a successful
channel (IDLES), or sets its NAV due to a collision channel (IDLEC).
(0′, 0)S represents the first successful transmission and (0′, 0)C represents the
first collision of a packet after IDLE state. (b, 0)S and (b, 0)C , for 0 ≤ b < M
represent the states where a successful transmission and collision occurs respec-
tively.
The states of the SMC are grouped in five categories according to state resi-
dence times as follows:
1. Idle States: The IDLE state where the node is idle waiting in unsaturated
region and the backoff states (b, k), for b ∈ {0′, [0,M)} and k ∈ [1,Wb), are
called as idle states. The state residence time of idle states is denoted by
σ, which is also equal to a SlotT ime.
2. Transmit Success States: These are the states (b, 0)S for b ∈ {0′, [0,M)}
with state residence time Tts, where a successful transmission occurs.
3. Transmit Collision States: These are the states (b, 0)C for b ∈ {0′, [0,M)}
with state residence time Ttc, where a collision occurs.
4. Receive Success States: These are the states IDLES and (b, k)S for b ∈
{0′, [0,M)} and k ∈ [1,Wb) with state residence time Trs, where the NAV
is set and the backoff counter is frozen for at least one DATA reception
duration.
5. Receive Collision States: These are the states IDLEC and (b, k)C for b ∈
{0′, [0,M)} and k ∈ [1,Wb) with residence time Trc, where NAV is set and
contains no DATA reception.
The steady state probabilities of being in idle, transmit success, transmit colli-
sion, receive success and receive collision state categories are represented by piidle,
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pits, pitc, pirs and pirc, respectively, and are calculated by summing up the steady
state probabilities of all the states in the corresponding category. A detailed de-
scription of states and state transition probabilities of the SMC given in Fig. 3.2
are presented in the next section.
Te is the average time spent during the backoff stages (0
′, k) for k ∈ [1,W0)
and is calculated by Te =
W0σ¯
2
, where σ¯ is the average NAV duration given by
σ¯ = Psucc(Trs + σ) + Pcoll(Trc + σ) + Pidleσ. (3.2)
The average slot duration is denoted by σ¯n and is given by
σ¯n = τpTtc + τ(1− p)Tts + pcsσ¯, (3.3)
where pcs is the probability that a node does carrier sensing with zero NAV and
is calculated by summing up the idle states of the discrete time Markov Chain.
The channel state probability notion introduced in analytical modelling of
DCF for single-hop networks is transformed here into NAV setting probability
notion for multi-hop networks due to existence of hidden terminals. The decision
on setting NAV is given at certain instants of time as shown in Fig. 3.3, corre-
sponding to time instants when the node does carrier sensing and the NAV is
zero. Thus NAV setting probabilities are conditioned on the fact that the node
does carrier sensing with zero NAV. Three NAV setting probabilities are defined:
i) Pidle is the probability that NAV is not set, ii) Psucc is the probability that
NAV is set for a long duration that contains at least one DATA reception and iii)
Pcoll is the probability that NAV is set for a short duration that does not contain
any DATA reception.
The probability of transmission, τ , introduced by [7] and adopted by further
studies, is calculated by summation of steady state probabilities of the trans-
mit success and the transmit collision states of the discrete time Markov chain
(DTMC) describing the behavior of a IEEE 802.11 node. τ is found by assum-
ing equal residence time for the MC given in Fig. 3.2, which corresponds to the
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Figure 3.3: Time instants at which NAV setting probabilities Pidle, Psucc and Pcoll
are calculated
solution of the DTMC, because transmission probability is nonzero for the first
σ duration of a transmission state and is zero for the rest of the residence time.
Denoting the steady state probabilities of the DTMC by piDTMC , τ becomes
τ =
∑
b∈{0′,[0,M)}
(piDTMC(b,0)S + pi
DTMC
(b,0)C ). (3.4)
In fact, the MC given in Fig. 3.2 is semi-Markov but τ is obtained by the solution
of the DTMC since the probability of transmission is nonzero for only the first
σ portion of state residence times. Note that, the summation of the steady
state probabilities of the transmit states of the DTMC gives the probability of
transmission whereas the same summation for the SMC gives the probability that
a node is transmitting.
The conditional collision probability p is different for each link, since the links
in the network are not homogeneous. This leads to a computationally untractable
analytical model, where each link should be modelled by a separate SMC and
SMC’s as many as links is to be solved in parallel at each round of fixed point iter-
ations. In order to simplify the analysis, an average p is found which is averaged
over all links weighted by the traffic carried over each link. Extensive simulations
conducted with various topologies and traffic patterns demonstrate that finding
an average p in the analysis results with reasonable errors while maintaining
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tractable computations for regular topologies, whereas the error increases with
the irregularity of the topology and traffic pattern.
The packet arrivals to IFQ at a node follow the Poisson process with average
rate λt. Packets are served using the first in first out discipline by a single
server. The service time is a non-negative random variable denoted by random
variable TS, which has a discrete probability of Pr(TS = ts(i)) for TS being ts(i),
expressed as:
Pr{TS = ts(i)} =

(1− p)pi if 0 ≤ i < M
pM if i = M
ts(i) =

Tts + iTtc +
∑i+1
j Wj
σ¯
2
if 0 ≤ i < M
MTtc +
∑M
j Wj
σ¯
2
if i = M.
(3.5)
Thus, IFQ can be modelled as an M/G/1/K queue where K represents the maxi-
mum number of packets in the queue, and can be solved by the techniques in [78].
Pifq corresponds to the steady-state probability of K packets in the queueing sys-
tem, whereas q corresponds to the probability that the node’s buffer is empty
after the node finishes processing a packet in backoff. The calculation of Pifq
and q is given in Appendix A.
Between each node pair (i, j) in the network there is a generated Poisson
traffic with rate λo(i, j). The total traffic at node i is λt(i) given by
λt(i) = λo(i) + λr(i), (3.6)
where λo(i) is the average traffic generated by node i given by
λo(i) =
∑
j
λo(i, j),
and λr(i) is the total relay traffic. Let Pkl be the sequence of nodes traversed
by the path between nodes k and l. For i ∈ Pkl, define the set Qkli as the set
of nodes on path Pkl that precede node i. λr(i) is calculated by summing up all
the relay traffic crossing node i:
λr(i) =
∑
k,l 6=i:i∈Pkl
λo(k, l)(1− pM)|Qkli|
∏
j∈Qkli
(1− Pifq(j)). (3.7)
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The relay traffic is not Poisson because of packet drops at the IFQ and at the
intermediate nodes due to the retry limit. In order to simplify the analysis, we
assume that the relay traffic is Poisson and hence the overall traffic arriving at a
node is Poisson with rate λt(i). Hence, the probability of receiving no packets in
a duration of t, denoted by P 0(t), and the probability of receiving one or more
packets during t, denoted by P 1(t), become as follows:
P 0(t) = e−λt, (3.8)
P 1(t) = 1− e−λt. (3.9)
The analytic model is solved through fixed point iterations, since no closed
form solution exists. The convergence of the fixed point iterations is not inves-
tigated and left as a future work, but for all the scenarios that we studied, the
fixed point iterations always converged.
3.4.3 State categories and state transitions
The states of the SMC are grouped in five categories according to state residence
times. For ease of understanding each of the above categories are described
separately together with the state transition probabilities from each, where the
transition probability from state a to state b is denoted by Pa→b:
Idle states:
The IDLE state where the node is idle waiting in unsaturated region and the
backoff states (b, k) and (0′, k), for 1 ≤ k < W0 and 0 ≤ b < M , are called as
idle states. The state residence time of idle states is denoted by σ, which is also
equal to a SlotTime defined in [2].
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The backoff counter is decremented if the channel is idle or frozen with
probability Psucc or Pcoll corresponding to the following state transitions for
2 ≤ k < W0:
P(b,k)→(b,k−1) = Pidle,
P(b,k)→(b,k−1)S = Psucc,
P(b,k)→(b,k−1)C = Pcoll,
P(0′,k)→(0′,k−1) = Pidle,
P(0′,k)→(0′,k−1)S = Psucc,
P(0′,k)→(0′,k−1)C = Pcoll.
(3.10)
Upon expiration of the backoff counter in unsaturated region, a node with
empty queue enters the IDLE, IDLES and IDLEC states. If a new packet
arrives during time spent in the backoff procedure, the node enters the (0, k)
backoff states in order to transmit the newly arrived packet. The average time
spent during the unsaturated backoff stages (0′, k) is denoted by Te and the
probabilities of receiving no packets (P 0(Te)) or more than one packets (P
1(Te))
during Te determine the state transitions. The transitions from the (0
′, 1) are as
follows for 0 ≤ k < W0:
P(0′,1)→IDLE = P 0(Te)Pidle,
P(0′,1)→IDLES = P 0(Te)Psucc,
P(0′,1)→IDLEC = P 0(Te)Pcoll,
P(0′,1)→(0,k) = P 1(Te)Pidle/W0,
P(0′,1)→(0,k)S = P 1(Te)Psucc/W0,
P(0′,1)→(0,k)C = P 1(Te)Pcoll/W0,
P(0′,1)→(0,0)S = P 1(Te)(1− p)/W0,
P(0′,1)→(0,0)C = P 1(Te)p/W0.
(3.11)
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Te is calculated by multiplying the average NAV duration, σ¯, with the average
number of stages W0
2
:
P 0(Te) = e
−λTe ,
P 1(Te) = 1− e−λTe ,
Te =
W0σ¯
2
,
σ¯ = Psucc(Trs + σ) + Pcoll(Trc + σ) + Pidleσ.
(3.12)
A node with no packet in the queue resides in the IDLE state as long as the
channel is idle, visits IDLES or IDLEC states upon setting of NAV due to a
successful or collision channel. If a packet is received then the transmit states
(0′, 0)S or (0′, 0)C are visited. Hence, the transitions form the IDLE state are
as follows:
PIDLE→IDLE = P 0(σ)Pidle,
PIDLE→IDLES = P 0(σ)Psucc,
PIDLE→IDLEC = P 0(σ)Pcoll,
PIDLE→(0′,0)S = P 1(σ)(1− p),
PIDLE→(0′,0)C = P 1(σ)p.
(3.13)
Transmit success states:
These are the states (0′, 0)S and (b, 0)S for 0 ≤ b < M with state residence time
is Tts, where a successful transmission occurs. After each successful transmission,
the backoff contention window is reset to W0 and backoff is initiated [2]. If the
queue is empty upon the successful transmit, then the unsaturated backoff states,
(0′, k), or IDLE, IDLES, IDLEC states are visited. If there is a waiting packet
in IFQ, then the saturated region backoff states, (0, 0)S or (0, 0)C are visited.
The transitions from the transmit success states (0′, 0)S for 1 ≤ k < W0 are
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given by:
P(0′,0)S→(0,k) = P 1(Tts)Pidle/W0,
P(0′,0)S→(0,k)S = P 1(Tts)Psucc/W0,
P(0′,0)S→(0,k)C = P 1(Tts)Pcoll/W0,
P(0′,0)S→(0′,k) = P 0(Tts)Pidle/W0,
P(0′,0)S→(0′,k)S = P 0(Tts)Psucc/W0,
P(0′,0)S→(0′,k)C = P 0(Tts)Pcoll/W0,
P(0′,0)S→IDLE = P 0(Tts)Pidle/W0,
P(0′,0)S→IDLES = P 0(Tts)Psucc/W0,
P(0′,0)S→IDLEC = P 0(Tts)Pcoll/W0.
(3.14)
The transitions from the transmit success states (b, 0)S, for 0 ≤ b < M and
1 ≤ k < W0, are as follows:
P(b,0)S→(0,k) = (1− q)Pidle/W0,
P(b,0)S→(0,k)S = (1− q)Psucc/W0,
P(b,0)S→(0,k)C = (1− q)Pcoll/W0,
P(b,0)S→(0′,k) = qPidle/W0,
P(b,0)S→(0′,k)S = qPsucc/W0,
P(b,0)S→(0′,k)C = qPcoll/W0,
P(b,0)S→IDLE = qPidle/W0,
P(b,0)S→IDLES = qPsucc/W0,
P(b,0)S→IDLEC = qPcoll/W0, .
(3.15)
Transmit collision states:
These are the states (b, 0)C and (0′, 0)C for 0 ≤ b < M with state residence
time is Ttc, where a failed transmission occurs. After each collision, the back-
off contention window is doubled if maximum retry count is not exceeded, else
contention window is reset to W0 and the packet dropped. Thus, the transitions
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from the transmit collision states (0′, 0)C for 1 ≤ k < W0 are as follows:
P(0′,0)C→(0,k) = Pidle/W0,
P(0′,0)C→(0,k)S = Psucc/W0,
P(0′,0)C→(0,k)C = Pcoll/W0,
P(0′,0)C→(0,0)S = (1− p)/W0,
P(0′,0)C→(0,0)C = p/W0.
(3.16)
The transitions from the transmit collision states (b, 0)C , for 0 ≤ b < M − 1
and 1 ≤ k < W0, are given by:
P(b,0)C→(b+1,k) = Pidle/W0,
P(b,0)C→(b+1,k)S = Psucc/W0,
P(b,0)C→(b+1,k)C = Pcoll/W0,
P(b,0)C→(b+1,0)S = (1− p)/W0,
P(b,0)C→(b+1,0)C = p/W0.
(3.17)
The transitions from the transmit collision state (M −1, 0)C , where the max-
imum retry count is reached, for 1 ≤ k < W0 are expressed as:
P(M−1,0)C→(0,k) = (1− q)Pidle/W0,
P(M−1,0)C→(0,k)S = (1− q)Psucc/W0,
P(M−1,0)C→(0,k)C = (1− q)Pcoll/W0,
P(M−1,0)C→(0,0)S = (1− q)(1− p)/W0,
P(M−1,0)C→(0,0)C = (1− q)p/W0,
P(M−1,0)C→(0′,k) = qPidle/W0,
P(M−1,0)C→(0′,k)S = qPsucc/W0,
P(M−1,0)C→(0′,k)C = qPcoll/W0,
P(M−1,0)C→IDLE = qPidle/W0,
P(M−1,0)C→IDLES = qPsucc/W0,
P(M−1,0)C→IDLEC = qPcoll/W0.
(3.18)
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Receive success states:
These are the states IDLES, (b, k)S and (0′, k)S for 1 ≤ k < W0 and 0 ≤ b < M ,
where the NAV is set for at least one DATA transmission duration. The state
residence time is Trs. Transitions from the receive success states are as follows
for 0 ≤ b < M and 1 ≤ k < W0:
P(0′,k)S→(0′,k) = 1,
P(b,k)S→(b,k) = 1,
PIDLES→(0,k) = P 1(Trs)Pidle/W0,
PIDLES→(0,k)S = P 1(Trs)Psucc/W0,
PIDLES→(0,k)C = P 1(Trs)Pcoll/W0,
PIDLES→(0,0)S = P 1(Trs)(1− p)/W0,
PIDLES→(0,0)C = P 1(Trs)p/W0,
PIDLES→IDLE = P 0(Trs)Pidle,
PIDLES→IDLES = P 0(Trs)Psucc,
PIDLES→IDLEC = P 0(Trs)Pcoll.
(3.19)
Receive collision states:
These are the states IDLEC , (b, k)C and (0′, k)C for 1 ≤ k < W0 and 0 ≤ b < M ,
where the NAV is set and contains no DATA transmission. In case the node is
the receiver or the listener of an unsuccessful RTS/CTS exchange, the receive
collision states are visited with residence time of Trc. Transitions from receive
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collision states are as follows for 0 ≤ b < M and 1 ≤ k < W0:
P(0′,k)C→(0′,k) = 1,
P(b,k)C→(b,k) = 1,
PIDLEC→(0,k) = P 1(Trc)Pidle/W0,
PIDLEC→(0,k)S = P 1(Trc)Psucc/W0,
PIDLEC→(0,k)C = P 1(Trc)Pcoll/W0,
PIDLEC→(0,0)S = P 1(Trc)(1− p)/W0,
PIDLEC→(0,0)C = P 1(Trc)p/W0,
PIDLEC→IDLE = P 0(Trc)Pidle,
PIDLEC→IDLES = P 0(Trc)Psucc,
PIDLEC→IDLEC = P 0(Trc)Pcoll.
(3.20)
3.4.4 State residence times
The residence time of a node in transmit success state includes the duration
required for transmission of a single successful DATA packet together with the
control frames. This duration can not be extended with neighboring nodes in
the transmit range of the successfully transmitting node, since these nodes are
not allowed to send anything until the end of the reception of ACK plus a carrier
sensing duration of DIFS. Thus, the residence time of transmit success state is
as follows:
Tts = TRTS + TCTS + TDATA + TACK + 3SIFS +DIFS, (3.21)
where TRTS, TCTS, TDATA and TACK correspond to transmission times of RTS,
CTS, DATA and ACK frames respectively. Transmission time of control frames
is calculated by dividing the number of bits of control frame by the basic rate
of the communication and transmission time of DATA packet is calculated by
dividing the number of bits of the PLCP header by the basic rate and the rest
of the packet by data rate [2].
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The residence time in transmit collision state can not be extended by neigh-
boring transmissions, since the source node of the collision is not allowed to re-
ceive anything during the CTSTimeout so that it is not allowed to set its NAV.
The additional DIFS duration is added since the backoff procedure starts after
carrier sensing. The transmit collision state residence time, Ttc, is calculated as
follows (assuming that DATA collisions are neglected):
Ttc = TRTS + TCTSTimeout +DIFS. (3.22)
The NAV duration is assumed to take two possible values: Trs and Trc. Such
a division of NAV duration, different from [73] where only one NAV duration
is assumed, is required for a more precise modelling of the IEEE 802.11 MAC.
In case the node receives successful or collided DATA destined for itself or the
NAV is set for at least the duration of one DATA frame, the state residence time
Trs is equal to Tts, neglecting the time difference of TRTS + SIFS in case the
NAV is set by a CTS frame. In a multi-hop network, the NAV may be extended
by two or more DATA receptions or collisions. But to simplify the analysis, we
assume that overlap of two DATA receptions occur at most when the traffic gets
saturated, so that Trs is calculated as:
Trs = Tts + (1− q)Tts
2
. (3.23)
A receive success residence time, is expanded by a second receive success event by
the average amount given by the second term with probability 1− q in saturated
traffic conditions.
When the node itself is the receiver of a successful transmission, then the
NAV is set for a duration equal to Tts − TRTS − SIFS and cannot be extended
by neighboring transmissions. In the calculation of Trs, we ignore the difference
of reception time in order to simplify the model.
In case the node is the receiver or the listener of an unsuccessful RTS/CTS
exchange, the NAV is set by Trc. In a multi-hop network, two or more RTS/CTS
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collisions may overlap. Neglecting more than two RTS/CTS collision overlaps,
and assuming that an expansion occurs under saturated traffic conditions, Trc is
calculated as:
Trc = 1.5RTS + EIFS + (1− q)EIFS
2
. (3.24)
There may be a collision of RTS with RTS, an RTS with CTS, or a CTS with
CTS (the collisions with the DATA packet are neglected). We assume that the
duration of RTS and CTS frames are equal in order to simplify the analysis.
Depending on the assumption a collision is extended by half RTS duration on
the average. After each perceived collision, the station waits for EIFS idle time
before taking an action. NAV is extended by an average amount of EIFS
2
with
probability (1− q).
3.4.5 Steady state probabilities
The steady state probabilities of the SMC in Fig. 3.2 are solved by techniques
in [75], due to state dependent state residence times. The steady state probabil-
ity of a state (b, k) is denoted by the notation pi(b,k). The steady state probability
of being in idle state is represented by piidle and is calculated by summing up
the steady state probabilities of idle states. Likewise the steady state probability
of being in the transmit success, transmit collision, receive success and receive
collision states are represented by pits, pitc, pirs and pirc respectively and are calcu-
lated by summing up the steady state probabilities of the corresponding states
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explained in Section 3.4.3:
piidle =
∑
b∈{0′,[0,M)},k 6=0
pi(b,k) + piIDLE,
pits =
∑
b∈{0′,[0,M)}
pi(b,0)S ,
pitc =
∑
b∈{0′,[0,M)}
pi(b,0)C ,
pirs =
∑
b∈{0′,[0,M)},k 6=0
pi(b,k)S + piIDLES ,
pirc =
∑
b∈{0′,[0,M)},k 6=0
pi(b,k)C + piIDLEC .
(3.25)
3.4.6 Geometry related notations
The analysis is based on a transmission from node tx to a receiver node rx. The
probability of collision of this transmission from tx → rx and the NAV setting
probabilities of node tx are calculated in the analysis. Definitions regarding the
geometry of the nodes that are required in the analysis for the calculation of
NAV setting probabilities and probability of collision are explained in next two
sections.
Stx: The carrier sensing region of a transmitter tx is denoted by Stx. A fixed
number of n nodes are assumed to be within this carrier sensing region of each
node.
Srxexc: The part of a receiver carrier sensing region which is not exposed to
the transmitter carrier is called as the receiver exclusive region [8], and is denoted
by Srxexc for the transmission from tx to rx (Fig. 3.4(a)).
Nrxexc: The average value of number of nodes in receiver exclusive areas of
nodes inside the carrier sensing range of the node tx is denoted by Nrxexc, and
is found by averaging over all possible receivers inside the carrier sensing region
of the transmitter. Let us assume that the network is homogeneous and the
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distortion resulting at the edges of the network is negligible, so that Nrxexc is
equal for any transmitter tx. Since all possible receivers are located at the same
distance apart from the tx and the network is homogeneous, Nrxexc calculated
for any receiver rx becomes equal.
Srxint: The intersection area of carrier sensing regions of the transmitter and
receiver is denoted by Srxint.
Nrxint: The average number of nodes inside Srxint, including the transmitter
and receiver, is denoted by Nrxint.
Stx→iexc : Let us denote the part of the carrier sensing region of any node i ∈ Stx,
which is not exposed to the transmitter carrier by Stx→iexc .
Stx→iint : The intersection area of carrier sensing regions of the transmitter and
receiver is denoted by Stx→iint .
ntxi→jexc : The number of possible intended receivers of a node i that are inside
the region Si→jexc . Each node has six possible intended receivers inside its carrier
sensing range, and the number of transmitters in a specific portion of the carrier
sensing range is required for the analysis, which is obtained by this value.
The part of the carrier sensing region of any node i ∈ Stx, which is not ex-
posed to the transmitter carrier is denoted by Stx→iexc (Fig. 3.4(a)), whereas the
intersection area of carrier sensing regions of tx and node i ∈ Stx is denoted by
Stx→iint . The number of possible intended receivers of a node j that are inside
the region Si→jexc is denoted by ntx
i→j
exc . StxSrxint and SintSrxint are the regions
formed by borders of carrier sensing regions of nodes tx, rx and i ∈ Srxint−{tx}
(Fig. 3.4(c)), whereas StxSrxexc, SrxSrxexc, SintSrxexc and SexcSrxexc are the re-
gions determined by the borders of carrier sensing regions of nodes tx, rx and
j ∈ Srxexc (Fig. 3.4(d)). The ratio of number of nodes inside regions Stx→iexc ,
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StxSrxint, SintSrxint, StxSrxexc, SrxSrxexc, SintSrxexc and SexcSrxexc to n are repre-
sented by Rexc, RtxSrxint, RintSrxint, RtxSrxexc, RrxSrxexc, RintSrxexc and RexcSrxexc,
respectively.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.4: Illustration of carrier sensing regions a) Srxexc and Srxint, b) S
tx→i
exc and
Stx→iint , c) StxSrxint and SintSrxint formed by nodes tx, rx and i ∈ Srxint − {tx}, d)
StxSrxexc, SrxSrxexc, SintSrxexc and SexcSrxexc formed by nodes tx, rx and j ∈ Srxexc
Although the variables n, Nrxexc, Nrxint, RtxSrxint, RintSrxint, RtxSrxexc,
RrxSrxexc, RintSrxexc and RexcSrxexc are different for each tx − rx pair for an
arbitrary topology, average values obtained via a traffic weighted averaging op-
eration over all links in the network are used. For a regular topology, calculation
of these variables for a single node is enough since each node has the same value.
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3.4.7 NAV setting probabilities
The channel state probability notion mentioned in analytical modelling of DCF in
single-hop networks is transformed into NAV setting probability notion in multi-
hop networks due to existence of hidden terminals. The decision on setting the
NAV is given at certain instants of time shown in Fig. 3.3, corresponding to time
instants when the node does carrier sensing and the NAV is zero. Thus NAV
setting probabilities are conditional probabilities conditioned on the fact that the
node does carrier sensing with zero NAV. Three NAV setting probabilities are
defined:
1. Pidle: the probability that the NAV is not set,
2. Psucc: the probability that the NAV is set for a long duration that contains
at least one DATA transmission,
3. Pcoll: the probability that the NAV is set for a short duration that does
not contain any DATA transmission,
given that the node does carrier sensing with zero NAV.
Node tx does not set its NAV during a fixed time slot of length σ, if the n−1
nodes inside Stx do not start a transmission. Since the analysis is transmission
based rather than packet based, by start of a transmission, we allude the first σ
portion of an RTS frame of a successful transmission or collision, and the first
σ portion of a CTS response of a successful reception. Denoting the probability
of starting a successful transmission (collision), i.e., start sending the RTS of a
successful transmission or CTS response to a node i ∈ Stx→iexc (i.e., start sending
RTS of a collision), as τs (τc), and assuming that the probability of not starting
a transmission, 1− τs− τc, is same and independent for each of the n− 1 nodes,
Pidle, is in the product form and it is expressed as follows:
Pidle = (1− τs − τc)n−1. (3.26)
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τs and τc are obtained by dividing the steady state probabilities of the states at
which a successful transmission and a collision is started, respectively, by piNAVallowed,
which is the sum of the steady state probabilities of allowed states at the instants
of time where node tx is carrier sensing with zero NAV. The derivation is based
on the fixed length slot notion, so that the states of the SMC are divided into
states of residence times of σ. Hence τs and τc are given by:
τs =
1
piNAVallowed
(pits
σ
Tts
+K1pirs
σ
Tts
),
τc =
1
piNAVallowed
pitc
σ
Ttc
,
piNAVallowed = 1− pits
Tts − σ
Tts
− pitcTtc − σ
Ttc
−K1pirsTts − TRTS − SIFS − σ
Tts
− (1−Rexc)(pirsTrs − σ
Trs
+ pirc
Trc − σ
Trc
),
(3.27)
where K1, averaged over each node i ∈ Stx − {tx}, is the ratio of successful
receptions from any node j ∈ Stx→iexc to the total receptions.
K1 is the fraction of successful receptions that are destined to the node i ∈
Stx − {tx} from a node j ∈ Stx→iexc . There are ntxtx→iexc possible transmitters of
node i inside Stx→iexc and 1/k1
th of their transmission is destined to node i. So the
fraction of receptions that are destined to node i to the number of receptions
around node i equals ntx
tx→i
exc
k1(n−1) and K1 is calculated by averaging over all i ∈
Stx − {tx}:
K1 =
∑
i∈Stx−{tx}
ntxtx→iexc
k1(n−1)
n− 1 . (3.28)
Psucc is the probability that the node sets its NAV for a duration that contains
at least one DATA transmission given that the node is carrier sensing with zero
NAV. Node tx sets its NAV for a duration that contains at least one DATA recep-
tion in case, one node is transmitting -either successful or failure- and rest of the
n−1 nodes are not, or at least two successful transmissions occur, corresponding
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to probability
Psucc = (n− 1)(τs + τc)(1− τs − τc)n−2 + 1− (1− τs)n−1
− (n− 1)τs(1− τs)n−2.
(3.29)
The first term in (3.29) represents the probability that one node is transmitting
-either successful or failure- and rest of the n − 1 nodes are not transmitting.
Note that if there is only one failure among n− 1 nodes, then node tx receives a
successful RTS setting the NAV for as long as at least one DATA transmission.
The rest of the terms in (3.29) correspond to the probability of at least two
successful transmissions. Note that if there is only one failure among n − 1
nodes, then node tx receives a successful RTS setting the NAV for as long as at
least one DATA transmission.
Pcoll, the probability that the node sets its NAV for a short duration that
contains no DATA reception, given that the node is carrier sensing with zero
NAV, is given by
Pcoll = 1− Pidle − Psucc. (3.30)
The NAV setting probabilities are functions of the variables τs, τc and pi
NAV
allowed,
that are given in (3.27) and that are derived based on the fixed length slot
notion, so that the states of the SMC are divided into states of residence times
of σ transforming to a DTMC. A portion of the obtained DTMC that is used in
calculation of NAV setting probabilities is shown in Fig. 3.5.
The states at which a successful transmission is started are indicated by
TS-labelled states in Fig. 3.5. A successful transmission is started by a node
i ∈ Stx−{tx} during the first σ duration of transmit success states, corresponding
to the steady state probability pits
σ
Tts
, and during the first σ duration of a specific
portion of receive success states, where a CTS reply to a node j ∈ Stx→iexc is started,
corresponding to K1pirs
σ
Tts
. The multiplicand K1 gives the fraction of successful
receptions from nodes inside Stx→iexc that are destined to node i only. Hence, the
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Figure 3.5: Calculation of NAV setting probabilities based on fixed-slot notion
steady state probability of the TS-labelled states constitutes the numerator of
τs given in (3.27). The state at which a collision is started is indicated by the
TC-labelled state in Fig. 3.5, corresponding to the first σ duration of transmit
collision states. The steady state probability of the TC-labelled state, pitc
σ
Ttc
, gives
the numerator of τc.
The A-labelled states shown in Fig. 3.5 together with the TS-labelled and
TC-labelled states are the states that node i ∈ Stx − {tx} is allowed to be at
while carrier sensing with zero NAV. The sum of the steady state probabilities of
these states corresponds to piNAVallowed. Note that nodes are not allowed to transmit
anything, and receive a successful transmission or a collision from any node
j ∈ Stx − {tx}, excluding the first σ duration of receive success and receive
collision states.
3.4.8 Probability of collision
An RTS or CTS frame that is not received correctly by neighbors inside the
carrier sensing range may cause collision of frames other than RTS frames due
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to hidden terminals in multi-hop networks. In this dissertation, collisions among
RTS, CTS, DATA or ACK frames with each other are also considered in the
calculation of probability of collision. Let us denote the σ duration prior to RTS
transmission from tx→ rx with ∆0, the first σ portion of RTS transmission with
∆1 and the time duration afterwards up to the first σ portion of the CTS frame
with ∆2 as illustrated in Fig. 3.6. An RTS/CTS transmission from tx → rx
is successful if and only if all the Events A,B and C take place, given that a
transmission occurs:
 
RTS 
CTS
PC⎪(A∩B): no transmission start by j∈Srxexc  
  SIFS   σ 
time 
PA: no transmission start by i∈Srxint 
PB⎪A: no transmission by j∈Srxexc 
tx 
 
rx 
  Δ0=σ  Δ1=σ                                    Δ2 = TRTS + SIFS 
Figure 3.6: Illustration of events for calculation of probability of collision
1. Event A: No node i ∈ Srxint − {tx} starts a transmission during ∆0 and
∆1. The probability of Event A corresponds to PA =
∏1
k=0(1−τAk)Nrxint−1,
where τA0 is the probability that node i ∈ Srxint−{tx} starts a transmission
during ∆0 and τA1 is the probability that node i ∈ Srxint − {tx} starts a
transmission during ∆1.
2. Event B: No node j ∈ Srxexc is transmitting during ∆1. The probability
of Event B given that Event A occurs is denoted by PB|A and is calculated
by PB|A = (1 − τB)Nrxexc , where τB is the probability that node j ∈ Srxexc
is transmitting during ∆1, given that Event A occurs.
3. Event C: No node j ∈ Srxexc starts a transmission during ∆2. The proba-
bility of Event C given that Events A and B occur is denoted by PC|(A∩B)
and corresponds to the probability PC|(A∩B) = (1−τC)Nrxexc
∆2
σ , where τC is
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the probability that node j ∈ Srxexc starts a transmission during ∆2, given
that Events A and B occur.
Since the analysis is transmission based rather than packet based, by start
of a transmission, we allude the first σ portion of an RTS frame of a successful
transmission or collision, and the first σ portion of a CTS response of a successful
reception.
The events A,B and C are dependent on each other and an RTS/CTS ex-
change scheme is successful if all of the three events occur. Thus, the probability
of collision is given by:
p = 1− P(A∩B∩C)
= 1− PAPB|APC|(A∩B)
= 1− {(1− τA0)(1− τA1)}Nrxint−1{(1− τB)(1− τC)
∆2
σ }Nrxexc .
(3.31)
The calculation of τA0 , τA1 , τB and τC is based on the fixed length time slot
notion and is given by
τi =
piitransmit
piiallowed
, for i = {A0, A1, B, C}, (3.32)
where piitransmit corresponds to the sum of steady state probabilities of states
where nodes have the opportunity to transmit and piiallowed corresponds to the
sum of steady state probabilities of allowed states for i = {A0, A1, B, C}. The
calculation of PA, PB|A and PC|(A∩B) is based on the fixed length time slot notion
and is given in detail next.
Calculation of PA:
Recall that, this is the probability that no nodes in the Srxint region (excluding
the tx) start a transmission during ∆0 and ∆1. In fact, the probability that a
node i ∈ Srxint − {tx} starts a transmission is dependent on the behavior of the
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rest of the nodes inside Srxint. But independence is assumed in order to simplify
the analysis. Thus PA corresponds to the probability
PA = {(1− τA0)(1− τA1)}Nrxint−1. (3.33)
τA0 is the probability that node i ∈ Srxint−{tx} starts a transmission during
∆0. The numerator of τA0 , pi
A0
transmit corresponds to the sum of steady state
probabilities of states where node i ∈ Srxint during ∆0 has the opportunity to
transmit. These are the states where the first σ portion of a collided RTS is
sent and the first σ portion of a CTS response to a transmitter k ∈ Stx→iexc is
sent. piA0transmit is calculated by summing up the steady state probabilities of the
T -labelled states shown in Fig. 3.7. The A-labelled states plus the T -labelled
states give us the allowed states, the sum of steady state probabilities of which
corresponds to piA0allowed. There are certain states that node i cannot be in during
∆0 since p is conditioned on occurrence of a transmission from tx → rx. For
example, node i cannot be in transmit success states, since any transmission of
node i during ∆0, given that a transmission from tx → rx starts during ∆1,
would be a collision. Also, node i cannot be in transmit collision state, excluding
the first and last σ duration of a collision, since node i being in these states would
suppress the tx → rx transmission. Likewise, node i cannot receive from nodes
inside StxSrxint and SintSrxint, excluding the first and last σ duration of receive
success and receive collision states, for the same reasoning.
τA0 =
piA0transmit
piA0allowed
, (3.34)
where
piA0transmit = pitc
σ
Ttc
+KApirs
σ
Tts
,
piA0allowed = 1− pits − pitc
Ttc − 2σ
Ttc
−KApirsTts − 2σ
Tts
−RtxSrxint(pirsTrs − 2σ
Trs
+ pirc
Trc − 2σ
Trc
)
−RintSrxint(pirsTrs − 2σ
Trs
+ pirc
Trc − 2σ
Trc
).
(3.35)
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KA represents the fraction of successful receptions that are destined to node
i ∈ Srxint − {tx} from a transmitter ∈ Stx→iexc and is calculated by averaging over
all i ∈ Srxint − {tx}, given by
KA =
∑
i∈Srxint−{tx}
ntxtx→iexc
kA(n−1)
Nrxint − 1 . (3.36)
Not all of the transmissions of a transmitter ∈ Stx→iexc is destined to node
i ∈ Srxint − {tx}, but only 1/kAth of transmissions. RtxSrxint and RintSrxint
denote average of the fraction of receptions from regions StxSrxint and SintSrxint
respectively averaged over all i ∈ Srxint − {tx} (Fig. 3.4(c)). Node i can be in
the first σ portion of receive success or receive collision states from nodes inside
StxSrxint and SintSrxint.
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Figure 3.7: Illustration of states for calculation of τA0 of PA.
τA1 is the probability that node i ∈ Srxint−{tx} starts a transmission during
∆1. The A-labelled and T -labelled states used in calculation of pi
A1
transmit and
piA1allowed are shown in Fig. 3.8. Some allowed states during ∆0 shown in Fig. 3.8
are not allowed during ∆1. For example, node i ∈ Srxint is not allowed to be
in idle states, since it receives the transmission from tx → rx during ∆1. Also,
node i cannot be in the last σ duration of transmit collision or receive states
since node i being in these states would suppress the tx→ rx transmission.
τA1 =
piA1transmit
piA1allowed
, (3.37)
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Figure 3.8: Illustration of states for calculation of τA1 of PA.
where
piA1transmit = pitc
σ
Ttc
+KApirs
σ
Tts
,
piA1allowed = 1− piidle − pits − pitc
Ttc − σ
Ttc
−KApirsTts − σ
Tts
−RtxSrxint(pirsTrs − σ
Trs
+ pirc
Trc − σ
Trc
)
−RintSrxint(pirsTrs − σ
Trs
+ pirc
Trc − σ
Trc
).
(3.38)
Calculation of PB|A:
Recall that this is the probability that no node j ∈ Srxexc is transmitting during
∆1, given that none of the nodes ∈ Srxint − {tx} starts a transmission during
∆1. Independence of behavior of a node j ∈ Srxexc on behavior of the rest of the
nodes ∈ Srxexc is assumed. Then PB|A, corresponds to the probability
PB|A = (1− τB)Nrxexc . (3.39)
τB is the probability that node j ∈ Srxexc is transmitting (i.e. making a successful
transmission or collision, or making a successful reception destined to itself)
during ∆1, given that nodes ∈ Srxint − {tx} do not start a transmission. The
numerator of τB, pi
B
transmit corresponds to the sum of steady state probabilities of
states where nodes in Srxexc during ∆1 have the opportunity to transmit. These
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are the T -labelled states shown in Fig. 3.9. The denominator of τB, pi
B
allowed
corresponds to the sum of steady state probabilities of allowed states for nodes
in Srxexc during ∆1, corresponding to A-labelled plus T -labelled states. Hence
τB becomes as follows:
τB =
piBtransmit
piBallowed
, (3.40)
where
piBtransmit = pits
Tts −DIFS
Tts
+ pitc
TRTS
Ttc
+KBpirs
TCTS + TDATA + TACK + 2SIFS
Tts
,
piBallowed = 1−RintSrxexc(pirs + pirc)
−RtxSrxexc(pirsTrs − σ
Trs
+ pirc
Trs − σ
Trs
)
−RrxSrxexc(pirsTrs −DIFS
Trs
− pircTrc − EIFS
Trc
).
(3.41)
KB represents the fraction of successful receptions that are destined to node
j ∈ Srxexc from a transmitter ∈ Srx→jexc and is calculated by averaging over all
j ∈ Srxexc, given by
KB =
∑
j∈Srxexc
ntxrx→jexc
kB(n−1)
Nrxexc
. (3.42)
RtxSrxexc, RrxSrxexc and RintSrxint are the fraction of receptions from the re-
gions StxSrxexc, SrxSrxexc and SintSrxint respectively averaged over all j ∈ Srxexc
(Fig. 3.4(d)). Node j is not allowed to be in receive states from nodes inside
StxSrxexc, except the first σ portion, since a transmission is perceived after σ du-
ration by the PHY layer. Node j is not allowed to receive from SintSrxexc due to
conditioning of occurrence of Event A. Node j can not receive from nodes inside
SrxSrxexc during the busy periods of received transmissions, i.e., Trs−DIFS and
Trc−EIFS, since this implies that some node inside Srxexc is transmitting where
this probability is already captured by taking the power Nrxexc of 1− τB.
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Figure 3.9: Illustration of states for calculation of PB|A.
Calculation of PC|(A∩B):
This is the probability that no nodes inside Srxexc region starts a transmission
during ∆2, which is shown in Fig. 3.6, given that events A and B occur and is
expressed as
PC|(A∩B) = (1− τC)Nrxexc. (3.43)
τC is the probability that node j ∈ Srxexc starts a transmission, given that events
A and B occur. The numerator of τC , pi
C
transmit corresponds to the sum of steady
state probabilities of states where nodes in Srxexc during ∆2 have the opportunity
to start transmission. The denominator of τC , pi
C
allowed, corresponds to the sum
of steady state probabilities of allowed states for nodes in Srxexc during ∆2. The
T -labelled states where a transmission can be started and the A-labelled states
which constitute the allowed states together with the T -labelled states are shown
in Fig. 3.10. Hence τC becomes as follows:
τC =
piCtransmit
piCallowed
, (3.44)
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where
piCtransmit = pits
σ
Tts
+ pitc
σ
Ttc
+KBpirs
σ
Tts
,
piCallowed = 1− pits
Tts − σ −DIFS
Tts
− pitcTRTS − σ
Ttc
−KBpirsTts − TRTS − SIFS − σ −DIFS
Tts
− (1−RexcSrxexc)(pirs + pirc).
(3.45)
Node j ∈ Srxexc cannot be transmitting a successful transmission, a collision or
a CTS response to some node k ∈ SexcSrxexc, except the first σ portion, due to
condition on occurrence of Event B. Node j cannot receive from nodes inside
StxSrxexc during ∆2 since these nodes are silenced already by the transmission
from tx → rx. Node j cannot receive from nodes inside SintSrxexc due to condi-
tion on the Event A. Node j cannot receive from nodes inside SrxSrxexc due to
condition on the Event B.
As a result, combining (3.33), (3.39) and (3.43), p is calculated as:
p = 1− {(1− τA0)(1− τA1)}Nrxint−1((1− τB)(1− τC)
∆2
σ )Nrxexc . (3.46)
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Table 3.2: Parameters used for both the analytical model and simulation runs.
Data rate 11 Mbps
Basic rate 1 Mbps
PLCP rate 1 Mbps
W0 32
B 3
Short retry
count (SRC)
7
Long retry count
(LRC)
3
SlotTime 20µs
DATA 1072 bytes
RTS 44 bytes
CTS 44 bytes
ACK 44 bytes
SIFS 10µs
DIFS 50µs
EIFS 412µs
IFQ buffer size 5
RxSensitivity −70 dBm
path loss expo-
nent (η)
3
3.5 Numerical Results
In this section, computed analytical results for probability of transmission (τ),
probability of collision (p), NAV setting probabilities (Pidle, Psucc, Pcoll) and av-
erage NAV duration (σ¯n) are compared with simulation data for varying traffic
loads and various topologies. The effects of contention window size, DATA packet
size and maximum retry count on probability of transmission and collision are
investigated.
There exists no closed form solution for calculation of the probability of trans-
mission, probability of collision and NAV setting probabilities in the proposed
analytical IEEE 802.11 DCF model. The DCF model is solved through fixed
point iterations. A flowchart is given in Fig. 3.11 that illustrates the solution
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methodology of the analytical DCF model in order to be helpful for implemen-
tation.
The accuracy of the proposed analytical IEEE 802.11 DCF model is studied
for different topologies deployed in a fixed area: two hexagonally placed regu-
lar topologies, one 127-node topology with h = {1, 3} and one 469-node regular
topology with h = {1, 2, 3, 6}; and 32 randomly generated topologies (10 with 10,
10 with 20, 5 with 50, 4 with 100 and 3 with 200 nodes) with h = {1, 3} are com-
pared through analysis and simulations. The effects of contention window size,
DATA packet size and maximum retry count on probability of transmission and
collision are investigated for the 469-node hexagonal topology. For the hexagonal
topologies, source-destination pairs are chosen so that all possible linear paths
carry traffic, while for the random topologies all source destination pairs that
have a three-hop path in between are chosen. Fixed routing is used as the rout-
ing algorithm for both the analysis and simulations. Each path is traversed either
by direct transmission or by multi-hopping. In case of multi-hopping, transmis-
sion power is reduced so as to reach the next hop. The hexagonal topologies are
homogeneous in topology and traffic distribution, whereas the random topologies
have no homogeneity.
The simulations are conducted using Network Simulator 2, version ns-
allinone-2.34 [79]. The parameters used for both the analytical model and the
simulations are listed in Table 3.2. Fixed point iterations are carried with a
precision of 10−10.
The run time of the analytical calculations and simulations are compared in
Table 3.3 for the hexagonal topologies and one instance of the random topologies
for λo = 1 packets/sec. The simulation duration is taken to be equal to a
duration required to generate an average of 6000 packets per node. The results
are obtained on an Intel Xeon CPU X5355 at 2.66 GHz with a physical cache of
4096 KB, and a RAM of size 16GB with 8GB swap. The simulation run times
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Figure 3.11: Flowchart of the solution of the analytical IEEE 802.11 DCF model.
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Table 3.3: Comparison of run time of calculations of analytical IEEE 802.11 DCF
model with simulations.
N=10 N=20 N=50 N=100 N=200 N=127 N=469
h=1 67.034 345.701 748.258 2464.891 23415.655 544.080 10786.374
h=3 119.725 461.579 897.116 2999.148 5227.212 648.768 5670.547
h=1 103.931 138.482 149.423 394.972 23658.753 160.946 199.536
h=3 115.823 141.771 159.157 220.927 2361.916 167.370 147.961
Run time (sec)
Simulation
Model
Random topologies Hexagonal topologies
are generally higher than the run time of DCF model calculations with a few
exceptions. The run time of the simulations and analytical DCF model increases
in parallel with increasing size and irregularity of topologies. In terms of run
time, the DCF model provides shorter run times compared with simulations,
except the 200-node random topology. Run time is longer for the 100-node
random topology compared with the hexagonal 127-node topology and longer for
the 200-node random topology compared with the hexagonal 469-node topology.
This stems from the fact that each link in a random topology has a different
transmit power and different number of contending nodes, where the number
of links is at most for the 200-node random topology. Furthermore, extensive
simulations carried with different physical layer parameters and under higher
number of nodes have shown that, simulations obtained via Network Simulator
2 have memory problems, which limits the simulation duration, the number of
nodes, the interface queue buffer size, etc. Trial of different simulation durations
have shown that limiting the simulation duration to smaller values results in
incorrect results, due to the transient behavior of the network. Thus, all of
the simulation results are obtained by removing the transient behavior of the
network, which is done by removing the first half of the simulation duration and
by taking the simulation duration equal to the duration required to generate an
average of 6000 packets per node. The analytical DCF model proposed in this
dissertation provides better run time and memory requirements, together with a
flexibility in solving larger networks with no limitation on interface queue buffer
size.
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3.5.1 Probability of transmission
The probability of transmission, τ , for random topologies and random traffic
patterns is given in Fig. 3.12, whereas the probability of transmission for regular
hexagonal topologies and regular traffic patterns is plotted in Fig. 3.13. The
probability of transmission is almost zero for light traffic loads, where one station
generates less than 1 packet per second on the average. τ tends to increase for
moderate loads and becomes constant after a certain breakpoint for all topologies
and routing strategies considered. Under heavy traffic loads, τ is more for multi-
hopping for large networks and τ is more for direct transmission for 10-node and
20-node random networks. Also note that τ decreases with the increasing size of
the network for all routing strategies.
Let us call the average traffic load per node after which the curves become
constant as saturation load, and denote it as λsat. The value of λsat for τ is
observed to depend on the network size and routing strategy. λsat decreases with
the increase in network density and direct transmissions, i.e. with the increase
in number of contenting stations. As a result, the saturation load for τ decreases
with increasing number of contending stations.
The analytical model is fairly well in calculating τ for the light traffic loads.
For moderate traffic loads, the error in analytical model increases, but the general
behavior of curves obtained by simulations and analytic calculations is similar.
For the heavy traffic loads, the analytical model obtains τ for the hexagonal
topologies with an error of at most 42% for multi-hopping and at most 10%
for direct transmissions. The error is more for random topologies, where τ is
calculated with an error of about 66% for multi-hopping and 20% for direct
transmissions for the 200-node random topology. The error increases for the
smaller random topologies, where the irregularity of the topology and traffic
increase. The general characteristic of the τ curves calculated with the analytical
model fit the simulation results for most of the topologies considered, except
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Figure 3.12: Probability of transmission obtained from analytical model and
simulations for: a) 10-node, b) 20-node, c) 50-node, d) 100-node, e) 200-node
random topologies and random traffic patterns
the 10-node and 20-node random topologies for heavy traffic loads, where τ is
increased by direct transmissions. This result shows that the analytical model
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Figure 3.13: Probability of transmission obtained from analytical model and
simulations for: a) 127-node and g) 469-node hexagonal topologies and regular
traffic patterns
is insufficient for determining τ for small topologies due to the average analysis
conducted where p of all links is averaged.
3.5.2 Probability of collision
The probability of collision, p, for random topologies and random traffic pat-
terns is plotted in Fig. 3.14, whereas the probability of transmission for regular
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hexagonal topologies and regular traffic patterns is given in Fig. 3.15. The
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Figure 3.14: Probability of collision obtained from analytical model and simula-
tions for: a) 10-node, b) 20-node, c) 50-node, d) 100-node, e) 200-node random
topologies and random traffic patterns
probability of collision is small but nonzero for light traffic loads, and increases
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Figure 3.15: Probability of collision obtained from analytical model and simula-
tions for: a) 127-node and g) 469-node hexagonal topologies and regular traffic
patterns
sharply for moderate traffic loads becoming constant after saturation load for all
topologies and routing strategies considered. Under heavy traffic loads, p is more
for direct transmissions, where the number of contending stations is more than
that of multi-hop transmissions. Also note that p increases with the increasing
size of the network for all routing strategies.
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The value of λsat for p is observed to depend on the network size and routing
strategy, where λsat decreases with the increase in network density and direct
transmissions, i.e. with the increase in number of contenting stations.
The analytical model is fairly well in calculating p for the hexagonal topologies
with an error of about 0.6% for multi-hopping and 18% for direct transmissions
for the 469-node hexagonal topology under heavy traffic loads. The error is more
for random topologies, where p is calculated with an error of about 5% for multi-
hopping and 25% for direct transmissions for the 200-node random topology.
The error increases for the smaller random topologies, where the irregularity
of the topology and traffic increase. The general characteristic of the p curves
calculated with the analytical model fit the simulation results for most of the
topologies considered, except the multi-hopping case of 10-node and 20-node
random topologies, where irregularity of small topologies result in larger errors
for an averaged p. This result shows that the analytical model is insufficient for
determination of p in the context of routing strategy.
3.5.3 NAV setting probabilities
Probability of setting the NAV for a long duration, Psucc, for random topologies
and random traffic patterns is depicted in Fig. 3.16, whereas the probability
of transmission for regular hexagonal topologies and regular traffic patterns is
given in Fig. 3.17. Probability of setting the NAV for a short duration, Pcoll, for
random topologies and random traffic patterns is plotted in Fig. 3.18, whereas the
probability of transmission for regular hexagonal topologies and regular traffic
patterns is given in Fig. 3.19. Probability of not setting the NAV, Pidle, for
random topologies and random traffic patterns is depicted in Fig. 3.20, whereas
the probability of transmission for regular hexagonal topologies and regular traffic
patterns is shown in Fig. 3.21. Psucc and Pcoll are close to zero for light traffic
loads, whereas they increases sharply under moderate traffic loads and become
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Figure 3.16: Probability of setting the NAV for a long duration, Psucc, obtained
from analytical model and simulations for: a) 10-node, b) 20-node, c) 50-node,
d) 100-node, e) 200-node random topologies and random traffic patterns
constant for heavy traffic loads, whereas Pidle exhibits a complementary behavior.
Under light traffic, nodes are mostly idle, but start to set their NAV for long or
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Figure 3.17: Probability of setting the NAV for a long duration, Psucc, obtained
from analytical model and simulations for: a) 127-node and g) 469-node hexag-
onal topologies and regular traffic patterns
short durations as the traffic load gets heavier. For the topologies considered,
Psucc is always higher than Pcoll, where the difference among them gets smaller
as the network size grows. For example, Psucc is almost five times of Pcoll for
the 50-node random topology, whereas it is only twice as much for the 200-node
random topology.
Under heavy traffic, Psucc and Pcoll is more for direct transmissions compared
to multi-hop transmissions, whereas Pidle is less. By direct transmission, the
number of contending stations is more, which results with overhearing of more
transmissions -either successful or failure- and less idle waiting.
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Figure 3.18: Probability of setting the NAV for a short duration, Pcoll, obtained
from analytical model and simulations for: a) 10-node, b) 20-node, c) 50-node,
d) 100-node, e) 200-node random topologies and random traffic patterns
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Figure 3.19: Probability of setting the NAV for a short duration, Pcoll, obtained
from analytical model and simulations for: a) 127-node and g) 469-node hexag-
onal topologies and regular traffic patterns
3.5.4 Average slot duration
Instead of giving the state residence times separately, the average slot duration,
σ¯n, for random topologies and random traffic patterns is plotted in Fig. 3.22,
whereas the probability of transmission for regular hexagonal topologies and
regular traffic patterns is depicted in Fig. 3.23. The analytical model is fairly
well in calculation of σ¯n for all topologies and traffic loads considered. Although
some errors exist, simulation and analytical curves exhibit a parallel behavior.
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Figure 3.20: Probability of not setting the NAV, Pidle, obtained from analytical
model and simulations for: a) 10-node, b) 20-node, c) 50-node, d) 100-node, e)
200-node random topologies and random traffic patterns
σ¯n is large for direct transmissions. The reason for this is observed to be the
increased Trs that results due to overlapping of more than two overhearing of
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Figure 3.21: Probability of not setting the NAV, Pidle, obtained from analytical
model and simulations for: a) 127-node and g) 469-node hexagonal topologies
and regular traffic patterns
DATA transmissions. Trs and Trc is observed to be more direct transmissions
owing to the increase in the number of contending stations when compared to
multi-hop transmissions.
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Figure 3.22: The average value of slot duration, σ¯n, obtained from analytical
model and simulations for: a) 10-node, b) 20-node, c) 50-node, d) 100-node, e)
200-node random topologies and random traffic patterns
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Figure 3.23: The average value of slot duration, σ¯n, obtained from analytical
model and simulations for: a) 127-node and g) 469-node hexagonal topologies
and regular traffic patterns
3.5.5 Effect of contention window size
The effect of contention window size on the probability of transmission and prob-
ability of collision is shown in Fig. 3.24 for the 469-node hexagonal topology. The
contention window takes the values W0 = {32, 64, 128}. The analytical model is
quite good in incorporating the effect of contention window size in calculation of
p and τ .
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Figure 3.24: Effect of contention window size, obtained from analytical model
and simulations, for the 469-node hexagonal topology: a) τ for h = 1, b) τ for
h = 6, c) p for h = 1, d) p for h = 6.
Contention window size affects τ and p for moderate-to-heavy traffic loads.
τ decreases significantly for direct transmissions and multi-hopping as the mini-
mum contention window size, W0 is increased, because an increased W0 implies
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longer backoff intervals and less transmission. τ and W0 behave inversely pro-
portional, where doubling W0 has an effect of halving τ for direct transmissions.
For multi-hop transmissions, the effect of W0 on τ is significant but not as much
as the effect for direct transmissions. Increasing W0 also decreases p. For direct
transmissions, doubling W0 has an effect of doubling 1− p, whereas the effect is
not so much for multi-hop transmissions again.
3.5.6 Effect of DATA packet size
The effect of DATA packet size on the probability of transmission and probability
of collision is shown in Fig. 3.25 for the 469-node hexagonal topology. The DATA
packet takes the values DATA = {500, 1000, 2000} bytes plus 72 header bytes.
The DATA packet size has no impact on τ and p for heavy traffic loads,
whereas DATA = 1000 bytes is observed to result in lower τ and p under low-
to-moderate traffic loads.
3.5.7 Effect of maximum retry count
The effect of maximum retry count on the probability of transmission and proba-
bility of collision is shown in Fig. 3.26 for the 469-node hexagonal topology. The
short retry count (SRC) takes the values SRC = {3, 7}, whereas the long retry
count (LRC) is kept constant. Increasing SRC decreases τ significantly for heavy
traffic loads, where the effect is observed to be more with direct transmissions
compared to multi-hop transmissions. This is due to the high contention of direct
transmissions under heavy traffic loads, which is relieved by the exponentially
increased contention window size that is used most of the time with SRC = 7.
Also, increasing SRC decreases p for heavy traffic loads, due to the exponentially
increased contention window size that is used most of the time with SRC = 7.
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Figure 3.25: Effect of DATA packet size, obtained from analytical model and
simulations, for the 469-node hexagonal topology: a) τ for h = 1, b) τ for h = 6,
c) p for h = 1, d) p for h = 6.
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Figure 3.26: Effect of maximum retry count, obtained from analytical model and
simulations, for the 469-node hexagonal topology: a) τ for h = 1, b) τ for h = 6,
c) p for h = 1, d) p for h = 6.
3.6 Conclusions
An analytical IEEE 802.11 DCF that characterizes a node’s behavior in multi-
hop networks, which consider hidden terminals, provides fairly accurate results93
for large range of traffic loads and works for any given two-dimensional topology
and traffic pattern is developed in this chapter. Performance of this model is
investigated under different routing strategies. The analytic results obtained via
the IEEE 802.11 DCF model supported by simulations, show that the analytical
DCF model works fairly well for a large range of traffic loads and networks. It is
shown that the analytical DCF model is accurate in predicting the probability of
collision, probability of transmission and NAV setting probabilities over a wide
range of scenarios. Extensive numerical studies show that the accuracy of all
the analytical model in predicting these metrics degrades with the irregularity of
the topology and traffic pattern due to the averaging of probability of collision,
which is used in developing the DCF model.
We believe that this is also the first study in the literature that provides
a quantitative analysis to find the traffic load at which the IEEE 802.11 DCF
protocol fails in multi-hop wireless networks for a given set of physical and MAC
layer parameters, as opposed to simulation based studies [63,64].
In this chapter, an analytical IEEE 802.11 DCF model is introduced, which is
used for a cross-layer analysis of effect of routing on the goodput and throughput
performance of multi-hop wireless networks in the following chapter.
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Chapter 4
Goodput and Throughput
Analysis of IEEE 802.11 DCF
We present a goodput and throughput analysis for IEEE 802.11 based multi-
hop wireless networks that considers carrier sensing, hidden terminals, network
allocation vector, intra-path and inter-path interferences, exponential backoff,
finite retry limit, finite interface queue buffer sizes, packet drops, overhearing of
nodes, etc., and accurately works for a large range of traffic loads.
We are concerned with the average node goodput, which is defined as the
number of data bits per second successfully delivered to the destination, averaged
over the all nodes in the wireless network. We introduce a method for calcula-
tion of the average node goodput in an arbitrary network with arbitrary source
destination pairs and traffic loads. The average node goodput and throughput of
a IEEE 802.11 DCF based multi-hop wireless network is calculated by using the
analytical IEEE 802.11 DCF model introduced in Chapter 3. The overhead in
IEEE 802.11 mainly comes from backoff, deference, MAC and PHY layer header,
management frames and control frames and retransmissions [6].
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The primary contribution of this chapter is the introduction of an analytical
framework for calculation of goodput and throughput in IEEE 802.11 DCF based
multi-hop wireless networks that,
• includes the random access nature of nodes by including the model of the
IEEE 802.11 DCF nodes in multi-hop networks,
• models interference of simultaneous transmissions of both different paths
and different links of the same path,
• allows paths to cross each other.
The secondary contribution is the demonstration of the effect of routing strategy
on the goodput and throughput performance of multi-hop wireless networks. Al-
though multi-hop wireless networks are shown to have limited capacity [64,80,81],
their usage may become inevitable in some applications and possible methods
that increase the capacity, throughput or goodput should be investigated thor-
oughly.
An introduction to the goodput and throughput analysis is given next to-
gether with a literature review. A theoretical framework to evaluate the goodput
and the throughput performance of IEEE 802.11 DCF based networks is intro-
duced in Sec. 4.2 and in Sec. 4.3. Finally, analytical and simulation results are
presented in Sec. 4.4.
4.1 Literature Review
In a wireless network of nodes with identical and omni-directional ranges, going
from a single hop to 2 hops halves the goodput and throughput of a flow because
only one of the two hops can be active at a time. Thus, increasing the hop count
from a source to destination is expected to decrease the goodput and thoughput
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of the corresponding flow. On the other hand, from a network view of point,
the goodput and throughput performance of a network tends to increase due to
spatial reuse of the spectrum. Moreover, goodput and throughput performance is
vulnerable to medium access control (MAC) related issues such as carrier sensing,
collisions, retransmissions, etc [6]. Thus, the inspection of the effect of routing
on goodput and throughput performance requires an analysis incorporating an
exact MAC behavior.
Despite the fact that random access techniques are pointed out to be suitable
to the distributed nature of multi-hop wireless networks [4,12], first analysis based
studies that investigate the performance of general multi-hop wireless networks
adopt the perfect scheduling and routing assumptions [80, 82–89] in order to
simplify the analyzes conducted. The basic question of how multi-hop routing
affects the capacity performance of wireless networks has been investigated in
these studies mostly under the title of the effect of transmission power. Under
a perfect scheduling and routing assumption, capacity performance is shown to
increase by multi-hop routing in [12,80,85] and by direct transmissions in [87,90]
on the other hand.
The paradoxical effects of power control on the capacity of wireless networks
is pointed out in [91]. Through analytic manipulations, the authors concluded
that i) under optimum routing and link scheduling, network capacity is increased
under the settings of maximal transmission power, ii) when the optimum link se-
lection assumption is relaxed and medium access is done with carrier sensing,
higher transmission power for one-hop transmissions decreases network capac-
ity, iii) when optimum routing assumption is replaced with minimum-hop-count
routing, then a paradox exists in practice on whether to use higher transmission
power to increase network capacity. Although some reasoning is given for the
effects of transmission power on capacity under carrier sensing and multi-hop
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routing, no analytical model is given and results are obtained by a TDMA sim-
ulator that considers exponential backoff and carrier sensing but does not model
the MAC properties such as collisions, retransmissions, packet drops. Hence, al-
though the simulation results support the conclusions of the study given above,
this study lacks a comprehensive understanding of under which conditions and
how transmission power changes capacity, with an overall conclusion of a paradox
for the carrier-sense and multi-hop networks.
Some or all features of a random access medium access protocol is used in or-
der to investigate the throughput of IEEE 802.11 DCF based multi-hop networks
through simulations in [81, 90, 91] and through analysis in [8, 67, 73, 74, 92–94],
which are based on simplified assumptions, owing to the comparable complexity
increase when switching from single-hop to multi-hop network architecture. The
node throughput is investigated in [8] and in [67,94] under unsaturated and sat-
urated traffic loads respectively, where hidden terminal effect is not considered.
Moreover, [67] assumes that each node is either relay or source. The analysis
in [92] calculates the achievable end-to-end path throughput in a network, un-
der traffic loads where the source node is saturated. This analysis accounts for
intra-path interference and does not take into account the inter-path interfer-
ence and its capability is limited to networks where other flows do not intersect
the intended path, which restricts its applicability for realistic networks. Thus,
this analysis considers only a small portion of hidden terminals that are on the
intended path. An analytical model that considers hidden terminal effect in un-
saturated networks is derived in [93] for calculation of bandwidth that can be
utilized along a path without breaking the QoS requirements of existing traffic
in multi-hop IEEE 802.11 networks. The hidden terminal problem is included
in the throughput analysis of IEEE 802.11 in [73] and [74], where only 3-node
and string topologies are considered, respectively. To the best of our knowl-
edge, there exists no analytical model for calculation of throughput in multi-hop
wireless networks that works for arbitrary topologies and large range of traffic
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loads while considering hidden terminals, with no assumption on paths and node
functionalities.
There are a few studies for analytical evaluation of goodput in wireless net-
works. Analytical models for goodput in single IEEE 802.11 based wireless local
area networks are proposed in [6, 95]. It is shown in [6] that the overhead in
goodput of a IEEE 802.11 based network mainly comes from backoff, deference,
MAC and PHY layer header, management frames and control frames and re-
transmissions. To the best of our knowledge there are no analytical models for
calculation of goodput in multi-hop wireless networks, which can be used for
investigation of the effect of routing.
The dependency of the throughput on traffic load, which is highlighted in [90],
is revisited with many studies that simply divided the problem to calculation of
throughput under either saturated [67, 73, 74, 92, 94] or unsaturated traffics [8,
93]. An analysis that works accurately for any traffic load and that shows the
dependency of throughput on traffic load does not exist up to our knowledge.
4.2 Proposed Goodput Model
In this section, we introduce an analytical goodput model for calculation of the
average node goodput and the average network goodput in arbitrary networks
with arbitrary source destination pairs and traffic loads. The assumptions given
in Sec. 3.4.1 are adopted for the analytical goodput and throughput models.
There are several challenges to take care of during this calculation in a multi-
hop network such as
1. parallel transmissions over different paths may take place,
2. parallel transmissions over the same path may take place,
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3. packet arrival rates shape the goodput for light traffic loads, whereas MAC
specific parameters (such as backoffs, interframe space times, data rates or
packet durations) determine the goodput for heavy traffic loads,
4. dropped packets due to finite interface queue buffer size at the PHY layer
and dropped packets due to finite retry count at the MAC layer do affect
the end-to-end network goodput.
Let us denote a path from source node k to destination node l by γkl. Also
denote the set of paths with source node k by Γk.
Definition 1. Inter-successful-reception time over the route γkl is the time
between two successive successful DATA packet receptions by the destination node
l from the source node k. The inter-successful reception time over the route γkl
is denoted by ∆T (γkl).
Definition 2. Node Goodput of node i, denoted by G(i), is the rate at which
DATA frames are successfully delivered by source node i to the network layer at
the destination nodes of the paths in the set Γi.
In calculation of node goodput, the bits of retransmissions are not counted in
the numerator, but counted as a cost in time in the denominator. Node goodput
of node i is calculated by the following equation,
G(i) =
bDATA
∆T (i)
, (4.1)
where bDATA is the number of bits in the DATA frame and ∆T (i) is the average
of inter-successful-packet reception time of node i averaged over set Γi, which is
the set of all routes originating from node i. ∆T (i) is given by
∆T (i) =
1
|Γi|
∑
j 6=i:j∈Γi
∆T (γij). (4.2)
For a node to deliver one DATA packet to the network layer of a destination node
j, a time of ∆T (γij) is required. And for a node to deliver one DATA packet to
the destination, a total time of ∆T (i) is required on the average.
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Definition 3. Network Goodput, denoted by Gn, is the total rate at which
DATA frames are successfully delivered by all nodes in the network to the network
layer at the destination nodes.
Network goodput is given by,
Gn =
∑
i∈V
G(i), (4.3)
where V is the set of all nodes in the multi-hop wireless network. The summation
over all node goodputs provides a goodput analysis where parallel transmissions
in the wireless network are taken into account.
Definition 4. Average Node Goodput, denoted by G¯, is the average rate at
which DATA frames are successfully delivered by source node i to the network
layer at the destination nodes of the paths in the set Γi, averaged over all nodes
i ∈ V .
Finally, the average node goodput is given by,
G¯ =
1
|V |
∑
i∈V
G(i), (4.4)
where |V | is the number of all nodes in the multi-hop wireless network.
The rest of this section is devoted to calculation of inter-successful-reception
time under both unsaturated and saturated traffic loads.
4.2.1 Inter-successful-reception time
One successfully received packet by the destination of an h-hop path γij takes
∆T (γij) time. This time includes the time spent for dropped packets due to
finite interface queue buffer size at the PHY layer and dropped packets due
to finite retry count at the MAC layer, which degrade the node and network
goodputs. ∆T (γij) is simply the time required for all necessary successful/failure
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transmissions over the first hop plus the time required for the final successful
transmission to proceed until new transmissions take place in the first hop, i.e.
until parallel transmissions over the same path γij become independent from the
transmission of the successful packet in question. This way, a goodput analysis
that takes care of parallel transmissions over the same path is provided.
Calculation of the time required for all necessary successful/failure transmis-
sions over the first hop depends either on arrival rates under light traffic loads or
on MAC specific parameters under heavy traffic loads. In order to calculate the
time spent over first hop for one successful packet reception at the destination,
we first define the times required for one successful and dropped transmission
over a link and give the calculations. Afterwards, the definitions regarding the
number of successful/failure transmissions over the first hop is given and the re-
quired quantities are calculated. Note that for one successful packet to be finally
received at the destination of path γij with h > 1, more than one successful
transmissions may take place at the first hop if Pifq or p is nonzero, since some
of these successful packets are dropped at the IFQ or the link. The IEEE 802.11
DCF mechanism retransmits a packet for a finite number of times and drops the
packet after M retries, thus the packets counted at the first hop of transmis-
sion are different from the successfully received packet by the final destination
(except the single successful transmission at the first hop), but time spent for
these packets are counted while computing the inter-successful-reception time.
This way, the effect of dropped packets are included in the goodput calculations,
giving us valuable information on how dropped packets degrade the goodput.
Let us denote the duration over a link for one successful transmission by
Tsucc+ and for a dropped packet by Tdrop+. One successful transmission over a
link, includes the retransmissions that is less than the maximum retry limit M
and one successful transmission. Tsucc+ and Tdrop+ include the time spent for
control packets, idle times due to backoff mechanisms and interframe spaces,
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given by:
Tsucc+ = n¯M(DIFS + TRTS + SIFS + TCTS + EIFS)
+ Tretrybackoff
+DIFS + TRTS + TCTS + TDATA + TACK + 3SIFS
+ Tsuccbackoff ,
Tdrop+ = M(DIFS + TRTS + SIFS + TCTS + EIFS)
+ Tdropbackoff ,
(4.5)
where n¯M is the average number of retries calculated as follows:
n¯M =
M−1∑
i=0
ipi(1− p) +MpM . (4.6)
Tsuccbackoff is the average duration of backoff after one successful transmission
over a link and Tdropbackoff is the average duration of backoff during one dropped
packet over a link due to exceeding retry count over a link, that are given by
Tretrybackoff =
n¯M∑
0
Wi
2
σ¯,
Tsuccbackoff =
W0
2
σ¯,
Tdropbackoff =
M−1∑
0
Wi
2
σ¯.
(4.7)
The parameters p, σ¯ and Pifq(i) for node i, which are used for the calculation
of inter-successful-reception time, are obtained by the analytical IEEE 802.11
DCF model introduced in Chapter 3.
For the calculation of the average node goodput, let us define Nsucc(γij, 1)
as the number of successful transmissions on the first hop, Ndrop(γij, 1) as the
number of packet drops that take place on the first hop and NdropIFQ(γij, 1) as the
number of packet drops at the IFQ at the first node of the h-hop path γij, node
i, for a single successful DATA packet to be received by the destination. Each
h-hop path γij consists of nodes {i ≡ x0(γij), x1(γij), ..., xh−1(γij), j ≡ xh(γij)}
illustrated in Fig. 4.1. For one successful transmission over the first hop to reach
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Path γij 
 
   x0(γij)≡i                           x1(γij)                  x2(γij)                            xh-1(γij)         xh(γij)≡j 
  
       Nsucc(γij,1) 
                 (1- Pifq (x0(γij)))(1-pM) 
 
NdropIFQ(γij,1) 
Pifq (x0(γij)) 
        Ndrop(π,1) 
       pM 
 
Figure 4.1: Illustration of number of successful/dropped packets over first hop
of the h-hop path γij: Nsucc(γij, 1), Ndrop(γij, 1) and NdropIFQ(γij, 1)
the final destination, the DATA packet should be transmitted successfully over
the rest h−1 hops with probability (1−pM)h−1 and should not be dropped at the
interface queues of nodes {x1(γij), x1(γij), ..., xh−1(γij)}. Thus, the probability
that one successful transmission over the first hop reaches the final destination is
(1−pM)h−1∏h−1j=1 (1−Pifq(xh−j(γij))), and the number of successful transmissions
over the first hop needed for one successful reception at the final destination is
the reciprocal of this probability, giving us Nsucc(γij, 1), given by
Nsucc(γij, 1) = ((1− pM)h−1
h−1∏
j=1
(1− Pifq(xh−j(γij))))−1. (4.8)
Since Nsucc(γij, 1) successful transmissions over the first hop take place with
probability 1− pM for each packet, the number of dropped packets over the first
hop becomes p
M
(1−pM ) times the number of successful transmissions over the first
hop, which are dropped with probability pM due to exceeding maximum retry
limit. Hence, Ndrop(γij, 1) is obtained as:
Ndrop(γij, 1) = Nsucc(γij, 1)
pM
(1− pM) . (4.9)
A packet at the entry of IFQ of node x0(γij) reaches the final destination
successfully with probability (1−Pifq(x0(γij)))X, where X = (1−pM)h∏h−1j=1 (1−
Pifq(xh−j(γij))), so 1(1−Pifq(x0(γij)))X packets should come to the entry of IFQ of
node x0(γij) until one successful reception at the final destination, among these
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packets 1
X
of them enter the IFQ. Thus, the number of dropped packets at the
first IFQ, NdropIFQ(γij, 1) becomes
Pifq(x0(γij))
(1−Pifq(x0(γij)))X leading to
NdropIFQ(γij, 1) = (Pifq(x0(γij))(1− pM)h
h∏
j=1
(1− Pifq(xh−j(γij))))−1.
(4.10)
The inter-successful-reception time is calculated differently under unsaturated
and saturated traffic loads, which is given next.
Unsaturated Traffic
The inter-successful-reception time over the h-hop path γij under unsaturated
traffic is composed of two terms, the time required at the interface queue of
x0(γij) for accumulation of Nsucc(γij, 1), Ndrop(γij, 1) and NdropIFQ(γij, 1) packets
plus the time required for a single successful transmission to proceed over the
next hops, excluding the hops where independent intra-path transmissions may
take place.
∆T (γij), the inter-successful-reception time over the h-hop path γij under un-
saturated traffic depends on the arrival rate of packets to the first node of path γij.
One successful reception at the destination costs Nsucc(γij, 1) successful trans-
missions and Ndrop(γij, 1) dropped packets at the first hop, and NdropIFQ(γij, 1)
packet drops at the interface queue of the first node of the path γij. Hence, under
unsaturated traffic, time required over first hop is equal to at least the duration
required for Nsucc(γij, 1) +Ndrop(γij, 1) +NdropIFQ(γij, 1) packets to arrive at the
first IFQ, which is 1
λt
(Nsucc(γij, 1) +Ndrop(γij, 1) +NdropIFQ(γij, 1)).
The time required over the rest of the hops is composed of the duration of a
successful transmission plus the waiting time at the interface queues over the next
hops at which parallel intra-path transmissions (parallel to the transmissions of
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first hop) can not occur. The independent hops where parallel intra-path trans-
missions may occur is dependent on the geometry of nodes and carrier sensing
range and transmission range of transmissions. For a linear path with equal hop
lengths and equal carrier sensing range and transmit ranges, the transmissions
over the second and third hops- if these hops exist- is dependent on the trans-
mission over the first hop, whereas parallel intra-path transmissions may occur
at the rest of the hops. In order to simplify the goodput analysis, we assume
that the dependent intra-path transmissions occur at the second and third hops
of path γij on the average.
As a result, the calculation of the inter-successful-reception time, ∆T (γij),
is composed of the time required for transmissions over the first hop plus the
time required for one successful transmission over the second and third hops and
waiting times at the interface queues of nodes x1(γij) and x2(γij) of path γij.
Thus, ∆T (γij) under unsaturated traffic becomes
∆T (γij) = min(h− 1, 2)Tsucc+
+
min(h−1,2)∑
k=1
E[TW ](xk(γij))
+
1
λt
(Nsucc(γij, 1) +Ndrop(γij, 1) +NdropIFQ(γij, 1)),
(4.11)
where E[TW ](k) is the expected waiting time at the IFQ of node k. The ∆T (γij)
is obtained by addition of min(h−1, 2)Tsucc+ to the time required over first hop,
which corresponds to time required for successful transmission over rest of the
hops and addition of
∑min(h−1,2)
k=1 E[TW ](xk(γij)), which is the time spent waiting
at the queue of next IFQs. The calculation of E[TW ] of an M/G/1/K queue is
given in Appendix B.
Saturated Traffic
The inter-successful-reception time over the h-hop path γij under saturated traffic
is composed of two terms, the time required to send Nsucc(γij, 1) and Ndrop(γij, 1)
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packets over the first hop plus the time required for a single successful trans-
mission to proceed over the next hops, excluding the hops where independent
intra-path transmissions may take place. ∆T (γij) under saturated load becomes
∆T (γij) = min(h− 1, 2)Tsucc+
+
min(h−1,2)∑
k=1
E[TW ](xk(γij))
+Nsucc(γij, 1)Tsucc+ +Ndrop(γij, 1)Tdrop+,
(4.12)
Under saturated traffic, since IFQ becomes never empty, the time required to
sent Nsucc(γij, 1) + Ndrop(γij, 1) packets over the first hop dominates the time
required over first hop, which is Nsucc(γij, 1)Tsucc+ + Ndrop(γij, 1)Tdrop+. The
required time over the rest of the hops to transmit the successful packet to
the destination is obtained by an addition of duration of min(h − 1, 2)Tsucc+ +∑min(h−1,2)
k=1 E[TW ](xk(γij)).
Combining the results in Equations (4.11) and (4.12), the inter-successful-
reception time over the h-hop path γij, ∆T (γij), becomes
∆T (γij) = min(h− 1, 2)Tsucc+
+
min(h−1,2)∑
k=1
E[TW ](xk(γij))
+max(
1
λt
(Nsucc(γij, 1) +Ndrop(γij, 1) +NdropIFQ(γij, 1)),
Nsucc(γij, 1)Tsucc+ +Ndrop(γij, 1)Tdrop+).
(4.13)
Having found the inter-successful-reception time over path γij, the node good-
put, the network goodput and the average node goodputs are obtained by Equa-
tions (4.1), (4.3) and (4.4), respectively.
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4.3 Throughput Model
Definition 5. Average node throughput is the number of bits successfully
transmitted per second by a node averaged over all nodes in the network.
The average node throughput is the rate of successful delivery of packets at
the link layer, thus any retransmission increases the average node throughput.
The calculation of average node throughput is adopted from the IEEE 802.11
DCF based analyzes for single-hop networks [7,8] and for multi-hop networks [8],
and is given by:
S =
τ(1− p)bDATA
σ¯n
, (4.14)
where bDATA is the number of bits of DATA packet including headers, τ is the
probability of transmission, p is the collision probability and σ¯n is the average
slot duration calculated in Equation (3.3).
4.4 Numerical Results
Node goodput and node throughput performance of routing strategies are studied
for different topologies deployed in a fixed area: a hexagonally placed 127-node
regular topology with h = {1, 3}; a hexagonally placed 469-node regular topology
with h = {1, 2, 3, 6}; and 32 randomly generated topologies (10 with 10, 10 with
20, 5 with 50, 4 with 100 and 3 with 200 nodes) with h = {1, 3} are compared
through analysis and simulations. The effects of contention window size, DATA
packet size and maximum retry count on average node goodput and throughput
are investigated for the 469-node hexagonal topology. For the hexagonal topolo-
gies, source-destination pairs are chosen so that all possible linear paths carry
traffic, while for the random topologies all source destination pairs that have a
three-hop path in between are chosen. The hexagonal topology is homogeneous
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in topology and traffic distribution, whereas the random topologies have no ho-
mogeneity. The simulations are conducted using Network Simulator 2, version
ns-allinone-2.34 [79]. The parameters used for both the analytical model and the
simulations are the same as the parameters listed in Table 3.2 in Chapter 3.
4.4.1 Average node goodput
The average node goodput computed by the analytical model and simulations
for random topologies of size 10, 20, 50, 100 and 200 in Fig. 4.2, and hexagonal
topologies of sizes 127 and 469 nodes are plotted in Fig. 4.3. Average node
goodput in simulations is calculated by dividing the total number of bits of
DATA frames successfully received by the network layers of all destinations by
the simulation duration times the total number of nodes in the wireless network.
The goodput increases under light traffic and decreases as the traffic increases.
An error of up to 50% is observed during the moderate traffic rates. The error
stems from misleading DCF model calculations for a small interval of moderate
traffic loads. The error is especially large for the 10-node and 20-node topology
case where the error due to averaging operations of the DCF model is large.
The results show that under light traffic, goodput is independent of the routing
strategy whereas goodput is maximized by direct transmissions for heavy traffic
loads. For moderate traffic rates, the optimum routing strategy that maximizes
goodput depends on the network density. Among the networks considered in this
study, for the 200-node random network, the 127-node and 469-node hexagonal
networks, goodput increases with routing for moderate traffic loads. For the 200-
node random network goodput is increases up to 50%, for the 127-node hexagonal
topology goodput is increased more than twice and for the 469-node hexagonal
topology goodput is increased up to six times by multi-hopping for moderate
traffic rates. On the other hand, goodput is increased by direct transmission for
heavy traffic loads. Goodput that tends to vanish to zero by multi-hopping by
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Figure 4.2: Average node goodput obtained from analytical model and simula-
tions for a) 10-node, b) 20-node, c) 50-node, d) 100-node, e) 200-node random
topologies and random traffic patterns
increased traffic loads, is kept constant at a rate of about 100kbps for the 50-node
random topology, at about 80kbps for the 100-node random topology, at about
40kbps for the 200-node random topology, at about 25kbps for the 127-node
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Figure 4.3: Average node goodput obtained from analytical model and simula-
tions for a) 127-node and d) 469-node hexagonal topologies and regular traffic
patterns
hexagonal topology and at about 5kbps for the very dense 469-node hexagonal
topology (at which 126 nodes share the same channel).
4.4.2 Average node throughput
The average node throughput computed by the analytical model and simulations
for random topologies of size 10, 20, 50, 100 and 200 are plotted in Fig. 4.4,
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and for hexagonal topologies of size 127 and 469 nodes are plotted in Fig. 4.5.
Average node throughput in simulations is calculated by dividing the total
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Figure 4.4: Average node throughput obtained from analytical model and simu-
lations for a) 10-node, b) 20-node, c) 50-node, d) 100-node, e) 200-node random
topologies and random traffic patterns
number of bits of DATA frames successfully received by the link layers of all
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Figure 4.5: Average node throughput obtained from analytical model and simu-
lations for a) 127-node and d) 469-node hexagonal topologies and regular traffic
patterns
nodes by the simulation duration times the number of nodes in the wireless
network.
Average node throughput is observed to increase with increasing traffic load
until it becomes constant at heavy traffic loads, where packets are retransmit-
ted/dropped due to increased congestion. The most important observation is
that, throughput is increased for multi-hopping for large networks, except the
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10-node network for moderate traffic loads. The saturation traffic load decreases
for increased network size.
The accuracy of the analytical throughput model is observed to be quite well
for large networks, where errors exists at throughput calculation for heavy traffic
loads. The accuracy is observed to degrade for the 10-node random network,
where direct transmissions may become more throughput efficient due to edge
effects. This is a parallel result with the capacity related study [87], where direct
transmissions is shown to increase capacity for networks of sizes up to 10 nodes.
4.4.3 Effect of contention window size
The effect of contention window size on the average node goodput and through-
put is shown in Fig. 4.6 for the 469-node hexagonal topology. The contention
window takes the values W0 = {32, 64, 128}. Increasing minimum contention
window size, W0, is observed to increase both goodput and throughput for direct
transmissions, and has almost no effect for multi-hop transmissions. Recall from
Fig. 3.24 that, increasing W0 decreases τ and increases 1 − p. It turns out that
the change in the amount of these MAC parameters resulting from variations
of W0, affects goodput and throughput values obtained for direct transmissions,
and has no effect for multi-hop transmissions.
4.4.4 Effect of DATA packet size
The effect of DATA packet size on the average node goodput and throughput
is shown in Fig. 4.7 for the 469-node hexagonal topology. The DATA packet
size takes the values DATA = {500, 1000, 2000} bytes plus 72 header bytes.
Increasing the DATA frame size increases average node goodput and throughput
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Figure 4.6: Effect of contention window size, obtained from analytical model and
simulations, for the 469-node hexagonal topology: a) average node goodput for
h = 1, b) average node goodput for h = 6, c) average node throughput for h = 1,
d) average node throughput for h = 6.
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Figure 4.7: Effect of DATA packet size, obtained from analytical model and
simulations, for the 469-node hexagonal topology: a) average node goodput for
h = 1, b) average node goodput for h = 6, c) average node throughput for h = 1,
d) average node throughput for h = 6.
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significantly for heavy traffic loads. This shows that the effect of DATA frame
size on inter-successful-reception time is negligible.
4.4.5 Effect of maximum retry count
The effect of maximum retry count on the average node goodput and throughput
is shown in Fig. 4.8 for the 469-node hexagonal topology. The short retry count,
SRC, takes the values SRC = {3, 7} while the long retry count, LRC, is kept
constant. Increasing SRC results with an increased average node goodput and
throughput for heavy traffic loads with both direct transmissions and multi-hop
transmissions, whereas the effect is not as significant as the effect of contention
window and DATA frame size. This is due to the exponentially increased con-
tention window size that is used most of the time with SRC = 7.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we introduce a method for calculation of average node goodputs
and the average node throughput in a 802.11 DCF based multi-hop wireless
network with arbitrary source destination pairs and traffic loads. The goodput
calculation considers the performance degradation due to packet drops that occur
because of interface queue buffer overflow at the PHY layer and because of finite
retry count at the MAC layer.
The goodput and throughput performance of IEEE 802.11 multi-hop net-
works under various routing strategies is investigated. The analytic results ob-
tained via the IEEE 802.11 DCF model introduced in Chapter 3 and the analytic
goodput model, supported by simulations, show that selection of routing strategy
based on the traffic load increases goodput significantly. Under light traffic, ar-
rival rate of packets is responsible for most of the inter-successful-reception time
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Figure 4.8: Effect of maximum retry count, obtained from analytical model and
simulations, for the 469-node hexagonal topology: a) average node goodput for
h = 1, b) average node goodput for h = 6, c) average node throughput for h = 1,
d) average node throughput for h = 6.
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consumed, making any routing strategy equivalently optimum. Under moder-
ate traffic, parallel concurrent transmissions dominate and multi-hop transmis-
sions become more advantageous. At heavy traffic, multi-hopping results with
excessive traffic congestion due to increased packet collisions, where the inter-
successful-reception time goes to infinity, and direct transmissions increase good-
put. It is also shown that the increasing the contention window size, the DATA
packet size and maximum retry limit result in significant increases in goodput
and throughput, whereas the impact of maximum retry limit is smaller.
We also demonstrate that under the IEEE 802.11 DCF protocol, goodput and
throughput behave differently in multi-hop networks. We show through analysis
and simulations that:
1. Node throughput is network density dependent. Direct transmissions,
i.e. high transmission power, increases node throughput in small net-
works. Multi-hop transmissions, i.e. low transmission power, increases
node throughput in large multi-hop networks.
2. Node goodput, on the other hand, is not only network dependent but also
traffic load dependent. Multi-hop transmissions increases node goodput
in dense networks under moderate traffic loads, else direct transmissions
increase node goodput.
3. Under heavy traffic rates, goodput performance drops extremely with
multi-hop transmissions, whereas throughput performance is constant. The
reason behind this diverse behavior is that goodput is the rate achieved by
the network layer, where only successfully received packets by the final
destinations increase the goodput. On the other hand, throughput is the
rate achieved by the link layer, where any successful transmission at a link
increases throughput.
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Goodput behaves different than throughput in multi-hop wireless networks and
we argue that it is important to investigate the techniques that optimize goodput
performance. As a result we show that, optimum selection of a routing strategy
increases goodput considerably in multi-hop wireless networks.
Goodput results obtained by the analytical model over a large range of traffic
loads and observing the asymptotic behavior as traffic load goes to infinity, show
that for typical networks high transmission power increases goodput, i.e. direct
transmission increases goodput, and goodput degrades as the hop number in-
creases. The analytical goodput and throughput model presented in this chapter
is the first analytical effort to bring extensions to the effects of power control on
the goodput and throughput performance of wireless networks. The optimum
link scheduling and optimum routing assumptions of capacity related studies are
relaxed in this dissertation by not only a simplistic carrier sensing assumption
but also a comprehensive modelling of IEEE 802.11 DCF in multi-hop networks,
which takes carrier sensing, hidden terminals, intra-path and inter-path interfer-
ences, exponential backoff, finite retry limit, finite interface queue buffer sizes,
packet drops, overhearing of nodes etc. into account.
After investigation of the effect of routing on the goodput and throughput
performance of multi-hop wireless networks in this chapter, the effect of routing
on the energy performance is investigated in the following chapter.
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Chapter 5
Energy Analysis of IEEE 802.11
DCF
Recall that the problem investigated in this dissertation is to determine the
routing strategy that increases energy and/or goodput/throughput performance
in multi-hop wireless networks where MAC contention -specifically the IEEE
802.11 DCF- is considered. Having developed an analytical model for the IEEE
802.11 DCF in multi-hop networks, the next step is investigation of the effect of
routing strategy on energy performance in multi-hop wireless networks, which is
the subject of this chapter.
Cross-layer design of energy-efficient routing protocols is shown to play a
dominant role in reducing power consumption [21, 30–33]. Contention at the
MAC layer and the relaying strategy used by the routing protocol at the network
layer are expected to affect each other and energy-efficiency. Under transmit
power control, the energy consumed at the PHY layer decreases when switching
from direct transmission to multi-hopping, which in turn decreases the number
of contending stations within the transmission range. A decreased number of
contending stations implies less contention, a decreased number of collisions,
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retransmissions, backoff and freezing mechanisms at the MAC layer, and less
overhearing, which decrease the overall energy consumption. On the other hand,
multi-hopping requires successful transmissions at all hops of the path and energy
is lost when packet is lost at some hop. The relaying strategy used by the routing
protocol at the network layer has impacts on MAC layer parameters, affecting
energy-efficiency. Thus, for energy-efficient selection of routes, the behavior of
MAC layer should be carefully contemplated.
Studies related to energy-efficient routing given in the next section reveal that
the optimum energy-efficient routing strategy depends on the relative ratios of
energy consumed during transmission, reception and processing overhead. But,
the impact of contention at the MAC layer on energy-efficiency, which results in
collisions and retransmissions, and energy cost of overhearing by the neighboring
nodes, has not been considered so far in the decision of routing strategy in multi-
hop wireless networks. In this chapter, we propose a comprehensive energy model
which finds out the energy consumption for successfully delivering one bit of data
to its destination in a multi-hop wireless network considering carrier sensing,
collisions, freezing mechanism in backoff and extra energy consumption due to
overhearing.
There have been efforts on evaluating the energy consumption performance
of IEEE 802.11 DCF in single-hop networks but none for multi-hop networks,
due to the lack of an analytical model for IEEE 802.11 DCF that considers
hidden terminals and works for various large topologies where an energy analysis
is meaningful.
The energy consumption analysis in IEEE 802.11 DCF based multi-hop wire-
less networks is built on top of the DCF model developed in the previous and has
the same primary features as the IEEE 802.11 DCF model. So that the energy
model
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• considers hidden terminals,
• provides fairly accurate results for large range of traffic loads,
• works for any given two-dimensional topology,
• increases the accuracy and scalability of the analytical model by joint use
of fixed and variable slots
• allows each node to be both source and/or relay.
We begin this chapter by a literature review of studies, which are grouped
into two subcategories: studies related to energy-efficient routing, and studies
incorporating analytical modelling efforts of energy in IEEE 802.11 DCF based
wireless networks. Energy consumption analysis that is based on EPB metric is
given in Sec. 5.2.2. Computed analytical results and simulation results are given
next, followed by conclusions.
5.1 Literature Review
In this section, an overview of studies that investigate the effect of routing on
energy performance in multi-hop wireless networks is followed by a literature
review of energy models that incorporate IEEE 802.11 DCF.
5.1.1 Effect of routing on energy performance
Many minimum-energy routing protocols consider solely the energy consumption
at the amplifier due to transmission, ignoring the energy consumed at the trans-
mitter and receiver circuitry for the reception and processing of the packets. For
example, the Minimum Total Transmission Power Routing Protocol (MTPR)
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selects the route with minimum sum of link transmission powers, favoring multi-
hop paths [14,15].
However signal processing associated with packet transmission and reception,
and even hardware operation in the standby mode, consumes non-negligible en-
ergy as well [34]. Moreover, many cross-layer communication techniques that re-
duce transmit power require a significant amount of signal processing. Although
it is widely assumed that the energy required for this processing is small and
continues to decrease with ongoing improvements in hardware technology [35],
the results in [34] suggest that these energy costs are still significant.
Studies that have considered energy consumption due to reception and pro-
cessing at nodes have shown that routing through multiple short-hops is not
always more energy-efficient than longer hops, favoring direct hop transmis-
sion [36–40].
The optimum number of hops in a chain network where only the end node is
transmitting to the sink is studied in [36]. The optimum number of hops is shown
to be dependent on the ratio of energies consumed for transmission and relaying
overhead, and total distance from source to sink. These results are extended in
[37] and the optimum one-hop transmission distance for different rates of ener-
gies consumed for transmission and relaying overhead for randomly distributed
location of nodes. The optimum one-hop transmission distance determines the
number of hops that are required to reach the destination.
In [38], a chain where all nodes are senders is taken into account, and it is
shown that the optimum spacing between nodes should follow a decreasing trend
towards the sink, contrary to [37] that suggests a constant optimum spacing. This
is a consequence of the fact that, when each node in the chain generates traffic,
the nodes closer to the sink are exposed to more relay traffic consuming more
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power. Hence, compensation of this additional energy consumption is possible
by a decreased spacing toward the sink node.
The energy-efficient routing strategy among single-hop and two-hop transmis-
sions in a three-node basic network is studied in [39], as a function of the angle
between the nodes. The results of this study also reveal that the energy-efficient
routing strategy among direct transmission and multi-hopping depends on the
ratio of transmission energy to the relaying overhead.
A comparison of energy-efficiency of direct transmission with minimum-
transmission-energy (MTE) routing protocol is made in [38] for a randomly dis-
tributed nodes in a large network and it is shown that MTE performs worse
than direct transmission when transmission energy is on the same order as re-
ceive energy, which occurs when transmission distance is short and/or the radio
electronics energy is high.
A discussion of disadvantages multi-hop routing, called as short-hop routing,
are given in [42, 96]. The reasons why short-hop routing is not as beneficial as
it is regarded in the literature are listed for providing an insight to the problem.
Additional to the relative values of reception and transmission, it is pointed out
interference, end-to-end reliability, sleep modes, traffic accumulation, etc. are
some of the factors that work against short-hop transmissions.
The problem of routing is considered in [97] for large wireless networks of
randomly distributed nodes with Rayleigh fading channels. It is shown that
routing over many short hops is not as advantageous in a Rayleigh network as it
is for the networks that are based on the geometric deterministic disc model.
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5.1.2 Energy models for the IEEE 802.11 DCF
The energy consumption of IEEE 802.11 network interface cards is measured ex-
perimentally on a simple scenario with one station performing as the transmitter
and the other as the receiver in [98–101]. None of these studies include the energy
consumption due to contention which is the nature of the DCF protocol.
The authors in [102] have proposed mathematical models to analyze energy
consumption of some MAC protocols including IEEE 802.11 in single-hop net-
works and showed that MAC protocols that aim to reduce the number of con-
tentions reduce energy consumption. The analysis ignores binary exponential
backoff mechanism and hence does not model the IEEE 802.11 DCF protocol
accurately. The authors in [103] analyzed energy consumption of IEEE 802.11
WLANs based on the p-persistent CSMA scheme and obtained the theoretical
performance bounds of energy consumption by deriving the optimum p values
that minimizes the energy consumption. Energy consumption is observed to be
more for higher number of contending stations and larger packet sizes. The anal-
ysis in [103] is based on basic access scheme and saturated traffic conditions and
approximates the binary exponential backoff technique of IEEE 802.11 DCF by
the p-persistent model.
In [68] and [104] analytic models which characterize IEEE 802.11 MAC
energy consumption in a single-hop network under saturated traffic conditions
are proposed. The retry limit is assumed to be finite in [68] and infinite in [104].
Both models consider the binary exponential backoff and account for the IEEE
802.11 DCF protocol by encapsulating the carrier sensing, collisions, and freezing
mechanism in backoff. In [68], the effects of transmission rate, packet size,
different power consumption rates for transmit, receive and idle modes on energy
efficiency in case of RTS/CTS exchange are investigated. It is shown that the
power consumption in receive and idle modes is responsible for most of the energy
consumed whereas the transmit energy has little impact, and energy consumption
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is shown to be more for higher number of contending stations and larger payloads.
In [104], the effects of using basic access or RTS/CTS exchange, transmission
rate, contention window size, and packet size are investigated and shown that
energy consumption is more for basic access (as opposed to RTS/CTS exchange),
for higher number of contending stations, lower data rates and lower contention
window sizes.
Despite the various studies conducted on energy-efficiency of IEEE 802.11
DCF based single-hop networks [68,98–104], the energy consumption of the IEEE
802.11 DCF protocol in a multi-hop wireless network is not mathematically mod-
elled so far. The underlying reason is that there is no existing analytical model
for IEEE 802.11 DCF in large scale multi-hop wireless networks.
5.2 Proposed Energy Model
In this section, we propose an energy model which finds out the energy con-
sumption for successfully delivering one bit of DATA to its destination in a IEEE
802.11 based multi-hop network considering carrier sensing, collisions, freezing
mechanism in backoff and energy consumption due to overhearing.
5.2.1 Assumptions
The assumptions given in Sec. 3.4.1 are adopted for the energy model. In this
chapter, we additionally assume that the PHY layer may be in transmit, receive,
idle or sleep mode and denote the power consumed by Pwrtx, Pwrrx, Pwridle
and Pwrsleep, respectively. We neglect the power consumption in the sleep mode.
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5.2.2 Energy per bit
The total energy cost of transmitting one successful bit over a path is called
Energy Per Bit (EPB) and is given by
EPB = Etx + Erx + Eoverhear + Eidle, (5.1)
where Etx (Erx) is the total energy per bit consumed by all path nodes for
transmitting (receiving), Eoverhear is the total energy per bit consumed by all
path and neighbor nodes while overhearing, i.e., receiving packets intended for
other nodes, and Eidle is the energy spent during idle modes of the transceiver.
Path nodes are the source and destination nodes plus any relay nodes in between.
Neighboring nodes are the nodes inside the union of transmission areas of all
path nodes, excluding the path nodes. The path nodes consume energy while
transmitting/receiving and overhearing; and the neighbor nodes consume energy
while overhearing. Inclusion of the energy spent during idle mode corresponds
no sleeping regime and exclusion of it corresponds to a perfect sleeping regime
adapted in the wireless network.
EPB is calculated by considering the energy consumed by a DATA packet
and any related control packets, collisions, retransmissions and packet drops
due to that specific DATA packet. For a single successful DATA packet to
be received by the destination, a total of Nsucc successful transmissions and
Ndrop packet drops take place on the average, over an h-hop path. Let us de-
note a path from source node k to destination node l by γkl. Also denote the
set of all paths in the network by Γ. Each h-hop path γkl consists of nodes
{k ≡ x0(γkl), x1(γkl), ..., xh−1(γkl), l ≡ xh(γkl)}. Nsucc and Ndrop are obtained
by averaging the total number of successful/failed transmissions over all h-hop
paths γkl ∈ Γ:
Nsucc =
1
|Γ|
∑
γkl∈Γ
{
h−1∑
i=0
((1− pM)i
i∏
j=1
(1− Pifq(xh−j(γkl))))−1}, (5.2)
Ndrop = Nsucc
pM
(1− pM) .
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Let us denote the duration where transmit or receive energy is spent over a
link for one successful transmission by Tsucc and for a dropped packet by Tdrop:
Tsucc = n¯MTRTS + TCTS + TDATA + TACK ,
Tdrop = MTRTS.
n¯M is the average number of retries and is calculated in Equation (4.6).
Tbusy denotes the total time duration where transmit or receive energy is spent
over an h-hop path which is given by
Tbusy = NsuccTsucc +NdropTdrop.
Etx and Erx are given by
Etx =
1
bDATA
PwrtxTbusy,
Erx =
1
bDATA
PwrrxTbusy.
A specific transmission flowing through an h-hop path consumes no additional
energy at an overhearing node if the NAV of the overhearing node is already set.
Recalling that Pidle is a conditional probability conditioned on the event that the
node is carrier sensing with zero NAV, and noting that the probability that a
node is carrier sensing with zero NAV is 1−τ , the unconditional probability that
NAV of a node is not set becomes (1− τ)Pidle. Since the number of overhearing
nodes is n−2, excluding the transmitter and receiver, we have (n−2)(1−τ)Pidle
overhearing nodes with zero NAV. Thus, we obtain
Eoverhear =
(n− 2)(1− τ)PidlePwrrxTbusy
bDATA
.
5.2.3 Idle energy per bit
In this section, we find out the idle energy consumption for successfully delivering
one bit of DATA to its destination in a IEEE 802.11 based multi-hop network.
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Idle energy is consumed during idle waiting, carrier sensing, backoff and freezing
mechanism in backoff in case no sleeping regime is employed. The total idle
energy cost of transmitting one successful bit over a path is denoted by Eidle.
In order to compute the idle energy dissipated per bit, the time duration
necessary for successful reception of one frame by the destination is required.
This is the average inter-successful-reception time, denoted by ∆¯T and calculated
as
∆¯T =
1
|V |
∑
i∈V
∆T (i).
where ∆T (i) is obtained in Equation (4.2).
Path nodes dissipate transmission and reception power, and neighbor nodes
dissipate reception power for Tbusy duration until a frame is successfully received
by the destination. Recall that the number of overhearing nodes is (n − 2)(1 −
τ)Pidle. Thus, during ∆T , the time that each node remains idle is approximately
∆T − Tbusy{2 + (n− 2)(1− τ)Pidle}. Eidle is given by
Eidle =
Pwridle
bDATA
(∆¯T − Tbusy){2 + (n− 2)(1− τ)Pidle}.
Note that the calculation of EPB stated above requires calculation of
the following IEEE 802.11 MAC parameters in a multi-hop wireless network:
p, Pidle, τ, Pifq, Trs and Trc, that are obtained in Chapter 3.
5.3 Numerical Results
Energy consumption of direct transmission and multi-hopping are compared us-
ing the analytical energy model developed for IEEE 802.11 DCF based wireless
networks. The model is applied to several random topologies deployed in a fixed
area consisting of 10, 20, 50, 100 and 200 nodes and to hexagonal 127-node and
469-node regular topologies. The effects of contention window size, DATA packet
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Table 5.1: Power consumption values used for both the analytical model and
simulation runs.
Pwrtx 1.425 + 0.25h
−η W
Pwrrx 1.425 W
Pwridle 1.319 W
size and maximum retry count on energy consumption are investigated for the
469-node hexagonal topology. Each path is traversed either by direct transmis-
sion or by multi-hopping. In case of multi-hopping, transmission power is reduced
so as to reach the next hop. For the hexagonal topology, source-destination pairs
are chosen so that all possible linear paths carry traffic, while for the random
topologies all source destination pairs that have a three-hop path in between are
chosen. The hexagonal topology is homogeneous in topology and traffic distri-
bution, whereas the random topologies have no homogeneity. The simulations
are conducted using Network Simulator 2, version ns-allinone-2.34 [79]. The pa-
rameters used for both the analytical model and the simulations are the same
with the parameters listed in Table 3.2. Energy specific parameters are listed in
Table 5.1. The power consumption values of transmit, receive and idle modes of
the 2.4GHz IEEE 802.11b Wavelan card are adapted [105].
5.3.1 Total EPB
We first assume that nodes have perfect sleeping mechanisms and hence the
energy spent in idle mode is neglected. The average EPBs computed by the an-
alytical model and simulations for random topologies of size 10, 20, 50, 100 and
200 nodes are plotted in Fig. 5.1 as a function of the average packet generation
rate λo. The results show that the energy model is quite well in predicting the
EPB for a random multi-hop networks. The model predicts the energy consump-
tion fairly well for a wide range of traffic loads. The error observed for random
topologies stems from computation of average values for p and geometry related
variables in order to come up with a computationally tractable analytical model.
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As the number of nodes in the network increases, more energy-efficient three-hop-
path alternatives emerge and EPB difference between h = 1 and h = 3 increases
under moderate traffic. At heavy traffic load, EPB with multi-hopping increases
sharply due to heavy collisions and increased number of retransmissions, and
high offered traffic load make the network unstable.
It is observed that EPB increases as the node density is increased due to
increased receive energy consumption by increased number of overhearing nodes.
Furthermore, multi-hopping (h = 3) becomes more energy-efficient than direct
transmission (h = 1) at moderate traffic loads as the number of nodes and hence
the density increases. This is due to the fact that denser networks allow more
energy-efficient multi-hop paths.
Since the numerical solution of the analytical model requires substantially
long computation times, we used hexagonal topologies with 127 and 469 nodes in
order to study larger networks since the symmetric nature of this topology simpli-
fies calculations. EPB computed by the analytical model and simulations for the
hexagonal topologies as a function of the packet generation rate λo are shown in
Fig. 5.2. The error is less compared to random topologies due to the homogeneity
of the hexagonal topology and traffic. It is observed that multi-hopping is sig-
nificantly more energy-efficient than direct transmission under light-to-moderate
traffic for the dense and regular hexagonal topology. More discernible energy
savings with h = 6 is due to the availability of many multi-hop paths with equal
hop lengths.
Previous studies on minimum-energy routing consider solely the energy con-
sumption at the amplifier due to transmissions and it is stated in these studies
that multi-hop paths are more energy-efficient [14,15]. Based on our results, this
statement is valid only for low-to-moderate traffic loads and for dense topologies
where more energy-efficient alternative multi-hop paths exist. Consideration of
MAC contention changes the optimum routing strategy to direct transmission
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Figure 5.1: EPB obtained from analytical model and simulations without inclu-
sion of energy consumed in the idle mode for a) 10-node, b) 20-node, c) 50-node,
d) 100-node, e) 200-node random topologies and random traffic patterns
at heavy traffic loads, reducing the energy consumption by 400% − 500% for
random topologies and by 2-orders of magnitude for the hexagonal topology and
the energy saving increases as the traffic gets heavier.
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Figure 5.2: EPB obtained from analytical model and simulations without in-
clusion of energy consumed in the idle mode for a) 127-node and f) 469-node
hexagonal topologies and regular traffic patterns
5.3.2 Effect of idle energy and sleeping mechanism
EPB with the inclusion of power consumption in the idle mode is plotted in
Fig. 5.3 for the random topologies and in Fig. 5.4 and hexagonal topologies, which
corresponds to the energy consumption where the transceiver never enters the
sleep mode. Consideration of idle energy makes any routing strategy equivalently
energy-efficient for light traffic loads. For moderate and heavy traffic loads, EPB
exhibits a similar behavior as the case of perfect sleep management shown in
Fig. 5.1.
5.3.3 Components of EPB
The components of EPB, namely, idle, overhear, transmit and receive energies
per bit for the hexagonal topology are shown in Fig. 5.5 for direct transmission
(h = 1) and for multi-hopping with h = 6 as the traffic load changes. It is
observed that idle and receive energy during overhearing are responsible for most
of the energy consumed, especially at light traffic loads. Energy spent during
transmission and reception at the intended receiver constitute a small portion of
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Figure 5.3: EPB obtained from analytical model and simulations with inclusion
of energy consumed in the idle mode for a) 10-node, b) 20-node, c) 50-node, d)
100-node, e) 200-node random topologies and random traffic patterns
EPB, about 1% of EPB for direct transmission and about 10% of EPB for h = 6
under moderate-to-heavy traffic. It is seen that inclusion of energy expenditure
during idle listening, carrier sensing, collisions, freezing mechanism in backoff
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Figure 5.4: EPB obtained from analytical model and simulations with inclusion
of energy consumed in the idle mode for a) 127-node, b) 469-node hexagonal
topologies and regular traffic patterns
and extra energy consumption due to overhearing significantly affect the energy
consumption.
The components of EPB, namely, idle, overhear, transmit and receive energies
per bit for the 200-node random topology are shown in Fig. 5.6 for direct trans-
mission (h = 1) and for multi-hopping with h = 3 as the traffic load changes.
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Figure 5.5: Idle, overhear, transmit and receive energies per bit in the 469-node
hexagonal topology for a) direct transmission and b) multi-hopping with h = 6
5.3.4 Effect of processing power
The EPB calculated for a processing power of 10µJ/bit at relay nodes is observed
to change the optimum hop number in Fig. 5.7. The optimum hop number is
different for changing traffic: h∗ = 2 for λ ≤ 2, h∗ = 3 for 2 < λ ≤ 10, h∗ = 1
for 10 < λ. The optimum routing strategy for energy-efficient routing is traffic
dependent for Pprocess = 10µJ/bit .
The EPB with the inclusion of energy consumption in idle mode versus pro-
cessing power at relay nodes is plotted for different routing strategies for the
hexagonal topology in Fig. 5.8 for λo = {0.5, 4, 60} packets/sec. The results
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Figure 5.6: Idle, overhear, transmit and receive energies per bit in the 200-node
random topology for a) direct transmission and b) multi-hopping with h = 3
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Figure 5.7: EPB of analytical results for h = {1, 2, 3, 6} for Pprocess = 10µJ/bit
show that the processing power affects the optimum hop number for energy-
efficient routing only under moderate traffic loads. Under moderate traffic loads
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Figure 5.8: EPB with idle energy versus processing power for a) λo = 0.5, b)
λo = 4 and c) λo = 60 packets/sec
h = 6 is optimum for low processing power, whereas h = 1 becomes more energy-
efficient as processing power increases. Meanwhile, under light and heavy traffic
h = 1 has the highest energy-efficiency independent of the processing power.
5.3.5 Effect of contention window size
EPB with no sleeping regime versus minimum contention window size, W0 =
{32, 64, 128}, for h = {1, 2, 3, 6} and λo = {0.5, 4, 60} packets/sec for the hexag-
onal topology are shown in Fig. 5.9. EPB is observed to be independent of the
minimum contention window size under light traffic loads. Otherwise, increasing
the contention window decreases EPB by about up to 50% for h = {1, 2, 3} and
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Figure 5.9: EPB with idle energy consumption versus minimum contention win-
dow W0, for h = {1, 2, 3, 6} and λo = {0.5, 4, 60} packets/sec
by about 8% for h = 6. This result reveals that controlling the contention window
size is a successful cross-layer energy-efficiency approach, promising significant
energy savings under heavy traffic conditions.
The effect of contention window size on EPB with perfect sleeping regime is
shown in Fig. 5.10 for the 469-node hexagonal topology. The contention win-
dow takes the values W0 = {32, 64, 128}. The contention window size affects
EPB under moderate-to-heavy traffic loads with direct transmissions, where the
MAC contention is high. The effect is negligible for multi-hop transmissions and
becomes noticeable with increasing traffic. Under high contention, changing con-
tention window size from W0 = 32 to W0 = 128 halves the EPB, providing a
substantial energy saving.
5.3.6 Effect of DATA packet size
The effect of DATA packet size on EPB with perfect sleeping regime is shown in
Fig. 5.11 for the 469-node hexagonal topology. The contention window takes the
values DATA = {500, 1000, 2000} bytes plus 72 header bytes. The DATA packet
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Figure 5.10: Effect of contention window size, obtained from analytical model
and simulations, for the 469-node hexagonal topology: a) EPB for h = 1, b)
EPB for h = 6.
size affects EPB for all traffic loads with both direct transmissions and multi-
hopping, so that doubling DATA packet size almost halves the EPB, providing
a substantial energy saving.
5.3.7 Effect of maximum retry count
The effect of maximum retry count on EPB with perfect sleeping regime is shown
in Fig. 5.11 for the 469-node hexagonal topology. The short retry count (SRC)
takes the values SRC = {3, 7}, whereas the long retry count (LRC) is kept
constant. Increasing SRC decreases EPB for heavy traffic loads with direct
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Figure 5.11: Effect of DATA packet size, obtained from analytical model and
simulations, for the 469-node hexagonal topology: a) EPB for h = 1, b) EPB
for h = 6.
transmissions, whereas the effect is negligible with multi-hop transmissions.
5.4 Conclusions
Using the analytical energy model for IEEE 802.11 DCF based wireless networks,
it is shown that the model accurately computes the energy expenditure over a
wide range of scenarios. The analytic results obtained via the IEEE 802.11 DCF
and the energy model, supported by simulations, show that the energy-efficient
routing strategy highly depends on the traffic load. Under light traffic, energy
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Figure 5.12: Effect of maximum retry count, obtained from analytical model and
simulations, for the 469-node hexagonal topology: a) EPB for h = 1, b) EPB
for h = 6.
spent during idle mode is responsible for most of the energy consumed, making
any routing strategy equivalently optimum. Under moderate traffic, energy spent
during idle and receive modes dominates and multi-hop transmissions become
more advantageous. At heavy traffic, multi-hopping becomes unstable due to in-
creased packet collisions and excessive traffic congestion, and direct transmission
becomes more energy-efficient and stable. Our extensive numerical studies show
that the accuracy of the analytical model in predicting EPB degrades with the
irregularity of the topology and traffic pattern due to the averaging of p, how-
ever the general characteristics of the EPB curves and the implications regarding
routing are not affected.
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The results show that the energy-efficient routing strategy depends not only
on the processing power as shown before [37–40], but also depends on the traffic
load. It is shown that the dependence on processing power is valid only for a
specific range of traffic loads. Previous studies, e.g., [14,15], that consider solely
the energy consumption due to transmissions, state that multi-hop paths are
more energy-efficient. Our results show that this is valid for low-to-moderate
traffic loads with a perfect sleeping regime or for moderate traffic loads with
no sleeping regime and dense topologies with more energy-efficient alternative
multi-hop paths.
We have also shown the effect of the contention window size, the DATA packet
size and maximum retry limit on EPB performance. EPB with perfect sleeping
regime is shown to decrease significantly with increasing contention window size,
DATA packet size and maximum retry limit.
Transmission power reduction with multi-hopping decreases the number of
contending stations in the transmission range, which results in less collisions, re-
transmissions, backoff and freezing mechanisms at the MAC layer, reducing the
energy consumption of multi-hopping for low-to-moderate traffic loads. However,
as the traffic increases, MAC layer contentions increase and end-to-end through-
put approaches to zero due to heavy packet drops at intermediate hops, resulting
in an increase in the energy-per-bit. It is shown through simulations and analyt-
ical model that multi-hopping becomes more energy-efficient up to some traffic
rate and direct transmission becomes more energy-efficient afterwards. Further-
more, the advantage of multi-hopping is larger for dense and regular topologies.
The results show that the energy consumed per bit by direct transmission is more
robust in a multi-hop network, because excessive packets are dropped at the in-
terface queues before being transmitted. But in multi-hop routing, packet drops
occur at the wireless links, substantially increasing the energy waste especially
when the network is congested.
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Up to this chapter, we have analyzed the effect of hop-count on goodput,
throughput and energy performance of multi-hop wireless networks. Based on
the results obtained, an adaptive route selection algorithm is introduced in the
next chapter.
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Chapter 6
LACAR: A Load-Adaptive
Contention-Aware Route
Selection Algorithm for
Multi-Hop Networks
The goodput and energy performances are shown to be network and traffic de-
pendent in previous two chapters. In this chapter, a cross-layer load-adaptive
contention-aware route selection algorithm for multi-hop wireless networks is pro-
posed, which takes MAC contention into account and dynamically changes the
routing algorithm according to the network traffic load.
After a literature review of some relevant contention-aware routing algo-
rithms, the proposed route selection algorithm is introduced in Sec.6.2. Simula-
tion results obtained by running the route selection algorithm on two different
topologies and are given afterwards, followed by conclusions.
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6.1 Literature Review
Different types of routing protocols have been developed for multi-hop wireless
networks, which can be categorized into proactive (e.g. DSDV [106]), reactive
algorithms (e.g. AODV [107] and DSR [108]). Proactive protocols maintain
fresh lists of routes to destinations by periodically distributing routing tables
throughout the network, whereas reactive protocols find a route on demand by
flooding the network with route request packets. Network performance suffers
from amount of data, slow reaction on restructuring and failures with proactive
algorithms; and from high latency in route finding and excessive flooding with
reactive algorithms. Thus, these protocols may lead to poor routing performance
due to the network congestion within certain area of the wireless networks.
Several congestion-aware routing protocols have been investigated [109–112]
to enhance the network performance. The Dynamic Load-Aware Routing
(DLAR) [109] and the Load- Balanced Ad-hoc Routing (LBAR) [110] schemes
consider the number of interfering routes around a node in order to determine
if the node should be selected as a forwarding node within the route. The rout-
ing with Minimum Contention time and Load balancing (MCL) [111] algorithm
determines its route selection criterion based on the total number of contenting
nodes around the neighborhood of a node. An Adaptive NAV-Assisted Routing
(ANAR) protocol is proposed to alleviate the network congestion where the ex-
isting NAV information of nodes along a path within the IEEE 802.11 protocol is
utilized for determination of the feasible route [112]. The ANAR protocol adap-
tively switches between the selected paths while the level of network congestion
changes.
The routing protocol ANAR injects route discovery packets into the network,
while the protocols in [109–111] inject additionally control packets for gathering
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neighborhood information, which increase the network congestion problem to
some extend for the purpose of alleviating it.
A random route discovery packet drop (R2DPD) strategy to alleviate conges-
tion under heavy traffic in IEEE 802.11 based multi-hop networks is proposed
in [113], which drops routing packets in the MAC layer according to the on-line
measuring of local contention state (i.e. load factor). Stations in heavy con-
tention environment drop route discovery packets with high probability so that
the congestion is relieved.
6.2 Load-Adaptive Contention-Aware Route
Selection Algorithm
In this section, we present a Load-Adaptive Contention-Aware Route Selection
(LACAR) algorithm that adapts the hop-count of routing algorithms according
to the network traffic load considering the MAC contention in multi-hop wireless
networks. The proposed route selection algorithm may be used by both proactive
and reactive routing algorithms with no additional control packet overhead in
order to increase goodput and energy performance in IEEE 802.11 DCF based
multi-hop wireless networks.
The proposed scheme, LACAR is called as a route selection algorithm rather
than a routing algorithm, because it does not include a definition for route dis-
covery or route maintenance, rather it uses a path set composed of both long-hop
and short-hop routes to all destinations, and selects either long-hop or short-hop
routes network-wide depending on the network and traffic load.
The objective function of the adaptive route selection algorithm proposed is
the maximization of average node goodput and minimization of the EPB per-
formance, which are shown to exhibit similar behavior for changing traffic loads.
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The results of the preceding two chapters show that, minimizing EPB, mini-
mizes the inter-successful-receptions time and thus maximizes the average node
goodput. Maximization of throughput is of secondary importance in multi-hop
networks compared to maximization of goodput since throughput is the rate
achieved at the link layer whereas goodput is the rate achieved at the applica-
tion layer. Thus, throughput maximization is not considered as an objective of
the adaptive route selection algorithm.
The optimum route selection algorithm for goodput and energy performance
is illustrated to be network and traffic load dependent. Moreover, the physical
layer and MAC layer parameters affect the optimum hop-count. The results
of the preceding two chapters show that, goodput is maximized and EPB is
minimized by short-hop routing for light-to-moderate traffic loads and by long-
hop routing for heavy traffic loads. Recall that, these results are obtained under
the assumption that all routes in the network are composed of equal number of
hop-counts. In this chapter, we assume a quasi-stationary traffic in the network
where the average traffic load changes for all nodes in the network at some discrete
points in time. Thus, rather than small traffic load variations per node, we are
concerned with sharp variations in traffic load, such as daily changes. Nodes
are assumed to be stationary. In fact, the LACAR algorithm is appropriate to
function with mobile nodes, but mobility necessitates updates of information on
available short hop and long hop routes, which may degrade the performance
and needs a future investigation.
Recall that LACAR is a route selection algorithm rather than a routing al-
gorithm. Thus, LACAR functions on top of a base routing algorithm, i.e. route
discovery, maintenance, etc. are done according to the rules of the routing al-
gorithm. We have no assumption regarding the routing algorithm, it may be
proactive, reactive or any other adaptive algorithm.
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LACAR is a learning-based route selection algorithm that has two phases: the
initialization phase and forwarding phase, which are explained next. Learning
happens in all phases.
6.2.1 Initialization phase
Step 1:
Each node has a specific route to the destination, which is determined by the
rules of the base routing algorithm. Node i routes packets according to the route
selected by the base routing algorithm and measures the following quantities:
• ∆T (i), the time interval between two consecutive DATA receptions by the
intended destinations,
• λo(i), the average packet generation rate of node i,
• EPB(i), which is the energy per bit expenditure of node i measured over
duration ∆T (i).
However, ∆T (i) is not known by node i immediately for multi-hop routes, since
the source node i gets an acknowledgement at the network layer with a delay. In
this case, two different calculation methods exist for obtaining ∆T (i):
1. If node i is destination of some path ∈ Γ, ∆T (i) is approximated by the
average time between two successfully received packets, whereas an exact
calculation requires the time between two successfully transmitted packets.
2. If node i is not the destination of any path ∈ Γ, node i waits for network
layer acknowledgements over paths in set Γi to predict ∆T (i). This is an
exact method for obtaining ∆T (i) for multi-hop routes but introduces a
delay.
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From the measured ∆T (i), node i calculates G(i) by Equation (4.11), which
is the rate at which source node i delivers DATA frames successfully to the
destination nodes of the paths in the set Γi.
Node i records the measured λo(i) and EPB(i) values and the calculated
G(i) values, and obtains two graphs for the goodput and EPB versus λo(i) for
the route determined by the base routing algorithm.
Step 2:
The route discovery of the base algorithm is run again in this phase with a
constraint of hop-count, which forces the routes to be switched between long
hop routing and short hop routing. If the base routing algorithm uses long hop
routing in Step 1, the base routing algorithm is forced to select a short hop route
in Step2. And if the base routing algorithm uses short hop routing in Step 1,
then the base routing algorithm is forced to select a long hop route in Step2.
Step 1 is redone for this second route.
Through Step 1 and Step 2, goodput and EPB for different traffic loads for
short hop and long hop routing are obtained by all source nodes in the wireless
network. This way, each node obtains the necessary data that maps the traffic
load to an optimum routing strategy. Note that, this mapping is special for that
network topology, the network size, the physical layer and MAC layer parameters
used in communications. And one advantage of LACAR is that, this mapping is
obtained with no given information about these parameters. Moreover, no extra
control packets are injected to the network for obtaining this mapping.
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6.2.2 Adaptive phase
With the data obtained in the initialization phase, node i has the knowledge
of the optimum hop-count for a given average generated traffic for maximizing
goodput and minimizing energy expenditure. In the adaptive phase, node i mea-
sures the average generated traffic load and selects the route with the optimum
number of hops. Learning of the LACAR algorithm keeps going in the adaptive
phase, where the mappings are updated according to changing conditions, such
as node removals, traffic pattern changes, or position changes.
6.2.3 An example
The LACAR algorithm may be implemented by both the proactive and reactive
routing algorithms with modifications to the algorithm structure.
For example, let the base routing algorithm be AODV, which is a shortest
path algorithm. The cost metric is energy if minimizing EPB is the optimization
function or the cost metric is delay if maximizing goodput is the optimization
function. Let’s say that the shortest path selected by the base algorithm is a
multi-hop route with cost 4 + 3 + 2, but a longer hop route exists where the
minimum cost of a direct transmission route is 11. LACAR uses the multi-hop
route in Step 1 of initialization phase to obtain a mapping of goodput and EPB
versus average generated traffic load. Route discovery of AODV is activated
in Step 2 in order to find the minimum cost one-hop route in this step. Step
1 is redone for the minimum cost longer hop route, where another mapping of
goodput and EPB versus average genrated traffic load is obtained for a longer
hop route. During the adaptive phase, each node calculates goodput and EPB
for the average generated traffic load and selects the optimum route based on
the mappings obtained in the initialization phase.
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Let us also consider a proactive routing algorithm with route tables. LACAR
modifies the route tables so as to handle two kinds of routes: one for the shortest
multi-hop route, and one for the shortest one-hop route. At the initialization
phase, LACAR obtains mapping of goodput and EPB versus traffic load for these
two routes. At the adaptive phase, either the multi-hop route or the one-hop
route is selected depending on the load.
6.3 Numerical Results
In this section, computed simulation results for p, τ , average node goodput,
average node throughput and EPB of the adaptive route selection algorithm
LACAR are compared with the simulations for the non-adaptive cases with h = 1
and h = 3. The LACAR algorithm is implemented on top of the fixed routing
protocol. The average offered traffic load per node is taken as 10 packets per
second for the first half of the simulations and varied to 100 packets per second
for the second half of the simulation duration. For the h = 1 and h = 3 cases, the
hop counts of all paths are fixed throughout the simulation duration, whereas
the network-wide hop-count is changed adaptively according to the traffic load
for the adaptive case. Fig. 6.1 illustrates the parameters p, τ , average node
goodput, average node throughput and EPB with the adaptive routing protocol
compared with the non-adaptive cases for the 127-node hexagonal topology. The
parameters used for the simulations are the same as listed in Table 3.2 and
Table 5.1.
Recall that the average node goodput is maximized with h = 3 for the mod-
erate traffic load of λo = 10 packets/sec, whereas it is maximized with h = 1
for the heavy traffic load of λo = 100 packets/sec as illustrated in Fig. 4.3(a).
LACAR algorithm adapts the routing strategy according to the varying traffic
load conditions, where nodes transmit by multi-hopping for the first half of the
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of performance of the adaptive route selection algo-
rithm LACAR with non-adaptive cases with h = 1 and h = 3 for the 127-node
hexagonal topology for a) probability of transmission, b) probability of collision,
c) average node goodput, d) average node throughput and e) EPB with ideal
sleeping regime
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simulation duration when the average traffic load per node is 10 packets/sec
and nodes transmit directly when the average traffic load per node becomes 100
packets/sec. LACAR algorithm performs the best resulting with the highest node
goodput as shown in Fig. 6.1(c). A goodput gain of about 75% is achieved com-
pared with direct transmissions, and a gain of about 25% is achieved compared
with multi-hop transmissions for the 127-node hexagonal topology.
The average node throughput is shown in Fig. 4.5(a) to be maximized with
h = 3 for all traffic loads. Thus, the h = 3 regime provides the maximum
throughput as shown in Fig. 6.1(d) and LACAR algorithm performs worse than
the h = 3 case since it adapts the routing strategy according to the varying traffic
load conditions.
EPB with perfect sleeping regime is depicted in Fig. 6.1(e) for comparison
of energy performance of LACAR with other regimes. Recall that EPB is mini-
mized with h = 3 for the moderate traffic load of λo = 10 packets/sec, whereas
it is minimized with h = 1 for the heavy traffic load of λo = 100 packets/sec as
illustrated in Fig. 5.2(a). Thus, LACAR provides the minimum energy consump-
tion compared to direct transmissions and multi-hopping as shown in Fig. 6.1(e).
An energy gain of about 46% is achieved compared with direct transmissions,
and a gain of about 26% is achieved compared with multi-hop transmissions for
the 127-node hexagonal topology.
The average value of the MAC parameter τ is given in Fig. 6.1(a). It is
observed that LACAR results with a minimum probability of transmission com-
pared with other routing strategies. τ is decreased by 51% compared with direct
transmissions and by 30% compared with multi-hop transmissions strategy. The
reason behind the minimum τ obtained by the adaptive route selection algorithm
becomes obvious with an inspection of Fig. 3.13(a). Note that, τ is the primary
MAC parameter that affects the goodput and EPB performance metrics. The
goodput is maximized and EPB is minimized as τ decreases.
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The average value the MAC parameter p is plotted in Fig. 6.1(b). It is ob-
served that adaptive route selection algorithm decreases p by 22% compared to
direct transmissions and increases p by 5% compared with multi-hop transmis-
sions strategy. The probability of collision parameter affects goodput and energy
performance significantly, but the mechanism of this effect is not as clear as the
effect of τ .
Similar simulation results are obtained for the 469-node hexagonal topology
for which the results are given in Fig. 6.2. LACAR algorithm is compared with
the direct transmissions regime and multi-hopping regime with h = 6 under
varying traffic load. For the 469-node hexagonal topology, a goodput gain of
about 222% is achieved compared with direct transmissions, and a gain of about
18% is achieved compared with six-hop transmissions, whereas an energy gain of
about 68% is achieved compared with direct transmissions, and a gain of about
21% is achieved compared with six-hop transmissions. The goodput and energy
gain increases significantly with increasing network size for direct transmissions
with LACAR algorithm. The gain of adaptive routing is not that much compared
to six-hop transmissions for the 469-node hexagonal topology. The reason for the
high goodput gain is due to the higher absolute value of goodput gain obtained by
six-hop transmissions for λo = 10 packets/sec, compared to the absolute value of
the gain obtained by direct transmissions for λo = 100 packets/sec, as illustrated
in Fig. 4.3. Likewise, the reason for the high energy gain is due to the relatively
low EPB obtained by six-hop transmissions compared to direct transmissions for
λo = 10 packets/sec as illustrated in Fig. 5.2.
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of performance of LACAR algorithm with non-adaptive
cases with h = 1 and h = 3 for the 469-node hexagonal topology for a) probability
of transmission, b) probability of collision, c) average node goodput, d) average
node throughput and e) EPB with ideal sleeping regime
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6.4 Conclusions
A load-adaptive contention-aware route selection algorithm, LACAR, which de-
termines the optimum route adaptively according to the network and traffic con-
ditions in multi-hop wireless networks is proposed in this chapter. The results
show that a cross-layer traffic and network adaptive routing protocol provides a
goodput gain of about 75−222% compared with direct transmissions, and a gain
of about 18 − 25% compared with multi-hop transmissions; whereas an energy
gain of about 46 − 68% is achieved compared with direct transmissions, and a
gain of about 21 − 26% is achieved compared with multi-hop transmissions for
the hexagonal topologies considered.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
An analytical IEEE 802.11 DCF model, a goodput model, a throughput model
and an energy model for the performance analysis of multi-hop wireless networks
is developed in this dissertation. Extensive numerical studies and simulations
are conducted and it is shown that these analytical models accurately compute
MAC parameters as well as performance metrics such as energy, goodput and
throughput over a wide range of scenarios.
Moreover, an adaptive routing approach where routes are selected adaptively
according to the network and traffic conditions is proposed in Chapter 6 and
the results show that a cross-layer traffic and network adaptive route selection
algorithm significantly increases performance.
The answer of when a routing protocol should use a single long hop or multiple
short hops in wireless networks for an increased energy and goodput performance
under IEEE 802.11 DCF, is found out to be highly traffic and network dependent,
whereas parameters such as contention window size, DATA packet size, maximum
retry count have some impact. The answer for an increased throughput, on the
other hand, is found out to be network dependent, mostly favoring multi-hop
transmissions.
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Viewed from energy aspect the results are as follows: Under light traffic,
energy spent during idle mode dominates in the energy model, making any rout-
ing strategy nearly optimum. Under moderate traffic, energy spent during idle
and receive modes dominates and multi-hop transmissions become more advan-
tageous where the optimum hop number varies with processing power consumed
at relay nodes. At the very heavy traffic conditions, where multi-hopping be-
comes unstable due to increased collisions, direct transmission becomes more
energy-efficient and stable. The results show that the energy-efficient routing
strategy depends not only on the processing power as shown before [37–40], but
also depends on the traffic load. It is shown that the dependence on process-
ing power is valid only for a specific range of traffic loads. Previous studies,
e.g., [14, 15], that consider solely the energy consumption due to transmissions,
state that multi-hop paths are more energy-efficient. Our results show that this
is valid for low-to-moderate traffic loads with a perfect sleeping regime or for
moderate traffic loads with no sleeping regime and dense topologies with more
energy-efficient alternative multi-hop paths.
Viewed from goodput aspect similar results are obtained: Under light traffic,
arrival rate of packets is dominant, making any routing strategy equivalently
optimum. Under moderate traffic, parallel intra-path and inter-path transmis-
sions dominate and multi-hop transmissions become more advantageous. At
heavy traffic, multi-hopping becomes unstable due to increased packet collisions
and excessive traffic congestion, and direct transmission increases goodput. And
finally from a throughput aspect, it is shown that throughput is topology depen-
dent rather than traffic load dependent, and multi-hopping is optimum for large
networks whereas direct transmissions may increase the throughput for small
networks.
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We have also investigated the effect of the contention window size, the DATA
packet size and maximum retry limit on goodput, throughput and energy per-
formance. Goodput and throughput are shown to increase whereas the energy
expenditure is shown to decrease significantly with increasing contention window
size, DATA packet size and maximum retry limit.
The choice of routing strategy is observed to affect energy-efficiency and good-
put more for large and homogeneous networks where it is beneficial to use mul-
tiple short hops each covering similar distances. The results indicate that a
cross-layer routing approach, which takes energy expenditure due to MAC con-
tentions into account and dynamically changes the routing strategy according to
the network traffic load, can increase goodput by at least 18% and save energy
by at least 21% in a realistic wireless network where the network traffic load
changes in time. The goodput gain may increase up to 222% and energy saving
may increase up to 68% for denser networks where multi-hopping with higher
number of hop-count is possible.
The analytical IEEE 802.11 DCF model is based on a single average SMC that
models the average behavior of nodes in a wireless network. Hence, as illustrated
by the results, the accuracy of the model degrades as the network topology and
traffic pattern becomes more irregular. The model introduced in this dissertation
can be modified so as to model each link behavior separately by solving SMCs as
many as the link number jointly. This method is not realized in this dissertation
due to high computational complexity, but it can be studied as a future work in
order to increase the accuracy of the model for irregular topologies and traffic
patterns.
Two simplifying assumptions are used in the development of the analytical
IEEE 802.11 DCF model: i) equal receiving and carrier sensing ranges and ii)
no capture effect. It is shown in [114] that the relative values of the receiving
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and carrier sensing ranges and the capture effect play a crucial role in the per-
formance of the IEEE 802.11 protocol in multi-hop wireless networks, where the
metrics spatial reuse and fairness are investigated. As a future work, the pro-
posed DCF model can be extended by relaxing these two assumptions and the
energy, goodput and throughput performance of the protocol can be investigated
under varying ratios of receiving and carrier sensing ranges together with capture
effect. Moreover, the proposed DCF model can be extended further by relaxing
the assumptions of error free channel, unified disk graph model, etc.
The results obtained in this dissertation are specific to the IEEE 802.11 DCF.
We want to investigate the validity of the results given in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5
for other MAC protocols. We wonder if the traffic dependency of the optimum
routing strategy persists by other medium access control layers. The medium
access control protocol MCF, which is based on DCF and is used as the medium
access control protocol for the mesh networking standard IEEE 802.11s may be
a candidate MAC for future analysis. Furthermore, the analysis conducted in
this dissertation can be extended to the MAC protocol EDGA of IEEE 802.11e
standard, which defines a set of Quality of Service enhancements for wireless
LAN applications through modifications to the MAC layer.
The performance of the proposed adaptive route selection algorithm, LACAR,
is investigated for a quasi-stationary traffic model where all nodes in the network
change their traffic at the same time. The performance of LACAR under other
dynamic traffic models will be examined and the route selection algorithm will be
improved in order to increase energy and goodput performance under different
traffic models.
The LACAR algorithm is based on the assumption of stationary nodes in this
dissertation. However, LACAR is appropriate to function also with mobile nodes.
Mobility necessitates updates of information on available short hop and long hop
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routes, which may degrade the performance. As a future work, the performance
of the LACAR algorithm in wireless mobile networks may be investigated.
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Appendix A
Derivation of Pifq and q
The steady state probability of dropping packets at the interface queue, Pifq, and
the probability that the node’s buffer is empty after the node finishes processing
a packet in backoff, q, is calculated in this section.
The MAC and energy model are developed assuming finite buffer space at in-
terface queue at nodes, which is more realistic than the infinite buffer assumption.
The interface queue model is characterized by the arrival process and the service
time distribution with certain service discipline. The packet arrivals at each mo-
bile station follow the Poisson process with average arrival rate λt computed in
Equation (3.6). Packets are served by the first in first out discipline, by a single
server. The MAC layer service time is a non-negative random variable denoted
by random variable TS, which has a discrete probability of Pr(TS = ts(i)) for TS
being ts(i). The service time distribution is as follows:
Pr{TS = ts(i)} =

(1− p)pi if 0 ≤ i < m
pM if i = M
ts(i) =

Tts + iTtc +
∑i+1
j Wj
σ¯
2
if 0 ≤ i < m
MTtc +
∑M
j Wj
σ¯
2
if i = M
(A.1)
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Thus, the IFQ is an M/G/1/K queue and is solved by the techniques in [78],
the details of which is given below.
Let pn represent the steady-state probability of n packets in the queueing
system, and let pin represent the probability of n packets in the queueing sys-
tem upon a departure at the steady state, and let P = pij represent the queue
transition probability matrix:
P =

k0 k1 k2 . . . kK−2 1−∑K−2n=0 kn
k0 k1 k2 . . . kK−2 1−∑K−2n=0 kn
0 k0 k1 . . . kK−3 1−∑K−3n=0 kn
...
...
...
...
...
0 0 0 . . . k0 1− k0

(A.2)
where kn denotes the probability of finding n packets upon a departure and is
calculated as
kn = Pr{n arrivals during service time TS}
=
∞∑
i=0
e−λtts(i)(λtts(i))
n
n!
Pr{TS = ts(i)}.
(A.3)
pin is obtained by the normalization equation and the balance equation
piP = pi. The steady state probability of n packets in the queueing system, pn,
is obtained by the following equations [78]
pn =
pii
pi0 + λtE[TS]
(0 ≤ n ≤ K − 1),
pK = 1− 1
pi0 + λtE[TS]
,
(A.4)
where E[TS] is the expected value of service time. The steady state probability
of dropping packets at the interface queue, Pifq, is equal to pK :
Pifq = pK . (A.5)
Also, the probability that the node’s buffer is empty after the node finishes
processing a packet in backoff, q, becomes
q = pi0. (A.6)
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Appendix B
Derivation of E[TW ]
E[TW ] of an M/G/1/K queue is calculated by summing up the waiting times
for the packets in the queue and for the residual service time of the packet in
service [78]:
E[TW ] = min(E[Nq]− 1, 0)E[TS] + (1− q0)E[TR], (B.1)
where E[Nq] is the expected number of packets in the system seen by an arrival
that does join the IFQ, q0 is the probability that an arrival that does join the
system finds the queue empty and E[TR] is the residual service time upon an
arrival that does join the IFQ. In [78], the probability of n packets in system
upon arrival that does join the system is denoted by qn and the probability of n
in system upon departure is denoted by pin and the following relation is given
pin = qn, (0 ≤ n ≤ K − 1). (B.2)
Thus q0 becomes
q0 = pi0 = q,
which is also equal to q, i.e. the probability of empty queue upon departure
calculated in A.
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E[Nq] is given by,
E[Nq] =
K−1∑
i=0
iqi
=
K−1∑
i=0
ipii
=
K−1∑
i=0
ipi(pi0 + λtE[TS])
= (
K∑
i=0
ipi −KPifq)(pi0 + λtE[TS]),
(B.3)
where
∑K
i=0 ipi corresponds to average number of packets in the system denoted
by E[Nsys].
E[TR], the residual service time upon an arrival that does join the IFQ, is
given by [78]
E[TR] =
E[T 2S ]
2E[TS]
. (B.4)
Hence, Equation (B.1) is expressed by
E[TW ] = min((E[Nsys]−KPifq)(q + λtE[TS])− 1, 0)E[TS]
+ (1− q)E[T 2S ]/(2E[TS]).
(B.5)
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